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Dé Máirt, 24 Eanáir 2017

Tuesday, 24 January 2017

Chuaigh an Cathaoirleach i gceannas ar 2�30 p�m�

Machnamh agus Paidir.
Reflection and Prayer.

24/01/2017A00100Business of Seanad

24/01/2017A00200An Cathaoirleach: I have received notice from Senator Fintan Warfield that, on the motion 
for the Commencement of the House today, he proposes to raise the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport to provide an update on the 
acquisition of the Genealogical Society of Ireland’s premises by the Dublin harbour com-
pany�

I have also received notice from Senator Catherine Noone of the following matter.

The need for the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport to work in conjunction with 
Ireland’s commercial airlines to seek a permanent direct flight between Dublin and Tel Aviv, 
Israel which is the home of a number of multinational technological companies such as Intel 
and Apple, in order to improve Ireland’s presentation as a global, connected and modernis-
ing state for British-based multinationals to relocate to in the aftermath of the decision of 
the United Kingdom to leave the European Union�

I have also received notice from Senator Robbie Gallagher of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment to 
direct EirGrid to place the transmission cables of the proposed North-South interconnector 
underground in the light of the fear and concern of the people of counties Monaghan, Cavan 
and Meath�

I have also received notice from Senator Gerard P. Craughwell of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Health to give serious consideration to the development of 
St. Stephen’s Hospital, Sarsfield Court, Glanmire, Cork, as a multipurpose medical facility 
to ease the pressure on existing services at Cork University Hospital and provide a viable 
alternative for the constituents of Cork North-Central.
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I have also received notice from Senator Tim Lombard of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport to make funding available 
for the completion of the western relief road in Carrigaline, County Cork.

I have also received notice from Senator Colm Burke of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Education and Skills to clarify the current position on fund-
ing being provided for a new primary school, Scoil an Athar Tadhg, in Carrignavar, County 
Cork and confirm that the project will proceed to the tendering process in early 2017.

I have also received notice from Senator Martin Conway of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment to 
indicate when fibre power broadband will be connected and fully functional in the Kilkee 
area of County Clare�

I have also received notice from Senator Rose Conway-Walsh of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Social Protection to urgently review the criteria for par-
ticipation in community employment schemes in the light of the negative impact the restric-
tions are having, especially on rural communities.

I have also received notice from Senator Maria Byrne of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Finance to review the eligibility measures in place to 
qualify for the primary medical certificate.

I have also received notice from Senator Máire Devine of the following matter:

The need for the Minister of State with responsibility for communities and the national 
drugs strategy to explain why the post of co-ordinator in the south inner city local drug and 
alcohol task force which is based in Ballyfermot has been removed without notice and to 
outline the steps that can be taken to reverse this decision in the interests of the local com-
munity and service users�

I regard the matters raised by the Senators as suitable for discussion�  I have selected the 
matters raised by Senators Fintan Warfield, Catherine Noone, Robbie Gallagher and Gerard P. 
Craughwell and they will be taken now.  Senators Tim Lombard, Colm Burke, Martin Conway, 
Rose Conway-Walsh, Maria Byrne and Máire Devine may give notice on another day of the 
matters they wish to raise.

24/01/2017B00100Commencement Matters

24/01/2017B00150Harbour Authorities

24/01/2017B00200An Cathaoirleach: If I am correct, it is Senator Fintan Warfield’s maiden Commencement 
matter�
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24/01/2017B00300Senator  Fintan Warfield: It is�

24/01/2017B00400An Cathaoirleach: I normally try to be fair to everyone�

24/01/2017B00500Senator  Fintan Warfield: Go raibh maith agat, a Chathaoirligh.  

On 15 December last I raised this issue in the House on the Order of Business�  It relates to 
the Genealogical Society of Ireland and its premises in Dún Laoghaire and the harbour com-
pany there.  A week before I raised the issue, Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council passed 
a motion calling on the chief executive to convene an early meeting of the board of the Genea-
logical Society of Ireland to discuss the decision of the Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company to 
acquire its premises, which houses a unique archive and research facility of the society, and to 
explore the assistance the council could provide in keeping open the valuable cultural and edu-
cational facility in Dún Laoghaire.  It was proposed by Councillor Shane O’Brien of Sinn Féin 
and seconded by Councillor Patricia Stewart of Fine Gael.

I am very proud to call the Genealogical Society of Ireland a friend and be its nominee for 
the purposes of elections to this House, elections in which the society has been a nominating 
body for some time.  The charity was established in 1990 to promote an awareness, appreciation 
and knowledge of our genealogical heritage, both in Ireland and among our global diaspora.  
Our societal connection with the diaspora is often a one-way street, but in this case it is not.  It 
is a representation of its great value that many people among the diaspora have availed of this 
national service�

The society is devoted to the promotion and study of genealogy and related subjects such 
as educational leisure pursuits available to all the community, irrespective of age.  It exhibits 
at major events and is based on Carlisle Pier in Dún Laoghaire.  I mention the senior citizen 
element of this and the increasingly ageing demographics of Dublin county�  Given that GSI 
service users are predominantly of an older age, it is imperative that we do all we can to ensure 
this first-class service will not be lost to those who avail of it.  I am sure many of the Minister’s 
constituents and friends avail of this important service�  The society engages in outreach ser-
vices�

I call on the Minister to intervene with immediacy with the chief executive of the harbour 
company and the chief executive of Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council to have the 
decision rescinded, pending the transfer of the harbour company to the council because this 
institution cannot close.  It goes beyond the remit of the harbour company to essentially ask the 
Genealogical Society of Ireland to pack its bags.

24/01/2017B00600Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport  (Deputy  Shane Ross): I congratulate the 
Senator on raising his first Commencement matter in the House.  There is a tradition that one 
cannot be interrupted when one is making one’s first speech on any issue in both Houses.  I will 
be as helpful as I can, but I think there are one or two misconceptions about the Genealogical 
Society of Ireland’s premises and I will try to put one or two of them to rest.

I would like to clarify that the premises in question which is occupied by the Genealogi-
cal Society of Ireland is owned by the Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company, not the Dublin Port 
Company�  Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company is a commercial company established under the 
Harbours Act 1996.  It has a statutory mandate to take all proper measures to the management, 
control, operation and development of Dún Laoghaire Harbour.  The company is required to 
conduct its business in a cost-effective and efficient manner.  There is no Exchequer fund-
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ing for the Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company, or for any other port company.  National ports 
policy clearly outlines that the commercial port companies must operate on a commercial basis 
without recourse to State funding for any activity.  While I am not involved in the day-to-day 
operations of Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company, the company has informed my officials that it 
has permitted the Genealogical Society of Ireland to occupy premises on Carlisle Pier in Dún 
Laoghaire Harbour on a rent-free basis for a period of over six years�  

When the Genealogical Society of Ireland’s lease on its premises on George’s Street, Dún 
Laoghaire, expired in 2010, Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company offered the society the use of 
the company-owned premises on Carlisle Pier under a licence agreement for a period of three 
years.  The premises which is owned by the harbour company was not being used for commer-
cial purposes at the time.  It was firmly understood by the society at the time of occupancy that 
the use of the premises was being offered as a short-term solution only to allow the society a 
period of time to search for an alternative premises in conjunction with the local authority.  The 
Genealogical Society of Ireland has now had the benefit of occupying these premises on a rent-
free basis since 2010.  The society has acknowledged its debt of gratitude to Dún Laoghaire 
Harbour Company for the use of the company’s premises on Carlisle Pier when the lease on the 
society’s previous premises had expired and for extending that period for a further three-year 
period, up to and including 2016.

Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company now requires the premises for a commercial letting.  It is 
understood a commercial operator has recently expressed an interest in renting facilities on Car-
lisle Pier�  This includes the premises occupied by the Genealogical Society of Ireland�  Given 
these circumstances, the Dún Laoghaire Harbour Company gave the society three months’ no-
tice, asking that it make arrangements to vacate the premises.  Furthermore, the harbour com-
pany has offered to assist it in any way possible with its move.  The society has acknowledged 
the support and assistance provided by the harbour company for it in the past six years�  The 
society has described the harbour company as a very attentive landlord, always on hand to as-
sist the society and its board.  The society has accepted the position that it must now vacate the 
premises and notified its members that its archive and research centre on Carlisle Pier is due to 
close on 14 February 2017�  

I am aware that a motion was passed by the area committee of Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown 
County Council at a meeting held on 5 December 2016, requesting the chief executive of Dún 
Laoghaire-Rathdown to explore what assistance the council could provide for the society to 
secure alternative premises.  It was also acknowledged at that meeting that the society provided 
vitally important services for active retirement pursuits within the age-friendly county strategy.  
I understand the county council’s executive has now undertaken to meet the society to explore 
options for alternative premises as a matter of urgency and I hope the meeting will bear fruit.

24/01/2017C00200Senator  Fintan Warfield: I take it from what the Minister said there is a refusal to inter-
vene.  Will he not use the office he holds and the influence he has to secure an extension of 
six months?  I believe there is a good relationship on all sides.  If, under the Act, the harbour 
company is being transferred to the local authority, why would it be entertained that the man-
agement of that company would erode a key service, not only for the local community but given 
that the society is a truly national organisation?  I understand from speaking to locals, the man-
agement has form in terms of “exotic ideas”, to quote the Minister.  Will the Minister not use 
his influence and office to get an extension of even six months until the new Act is implemented 
when the harbour company is to be transferred to the control of the local authority?
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24/01/2017D00200Deputy  Shane Ross: I do not want to be unsympathetic.  I am very sympathetic to what the 
Senator is saying, as I have outlined in the other House or at a joint committee meeting.  I am 
very supportive of the great work which has been done by the Genealogical Society of Ireland.  
The trouble is that the harbour company is a commercial outfit and obliged to run itself as such.  
It has, as I think anybody would accept, been generous in the past, albeit in a worthy cause, 
in providing rent-free accommodation for the society�  The county council’s executive and the 
company are now using their good offices to try to find suitable accommodation for the society 
and I will encourage their efforts in that regard.  I will not interfere in the day-to-day running of 
either the board or the company or Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council.  I will encour-
age them to give as much support as is possible within their commercial mandate following the 
Senator’s representations to help the society in finding a new premises.

24/01/2017D00250Aviation Industry

24/01/2017D00300Senator  Catherine Noone: I thank the Minister for coming to the House.  This matter con-
cerns the provision of a direct flight service between Tel Aviv and Dublin.  Ireland’s trade rela-
tions with Israel have increased at a notable pace within a considerably short period.  In 2005 
Ireland’s service exports to Israel amounted to €64 million, while service imports amounted to 
€80 million, but within ten years they had increased twofold.  In 2015 Ireland’s service exports 
amounted to €1.673 billion, while service imports amounted to €171 million.

In recent years the number of direct flights between and Ireland and international hubs of 
tourism and trade such as Dubai, the USA and Belgium has been increasing.  Despite this, there 
is no permanent direct flight service between Ireland and Israel.  Organisations in both countries 
have been campaigning for a direct and permanent flight service on the grounds that it would 
improve the level of production, collaboration and creativity between the two countries.  A 
number of multinational companies such as Intel, Microsoft and Apple all have offices in both 
states and many Israeli based companies would benefit hugely from flying their staff directly 
through Ireland’s US pre-clearance airports.  Furthermore, in addition to the considerable tour-
ism element, both countries are home to Irish and Israeli expatriates.  A permanent direct flight 
service would facilitate both communities remaining connected.  In addition to these consider-
ations, a direct flight service between Ireland and Israel would improve Ireland’s presentation 
as a global, connected and modernising state for British-based multinationals to relocate to 
following the result of Brexit.  Therefore, as the motion states, I ask the Minister to work in 
conjunction with Ireland’s commercial airlines in order to play an active role in seeking a per-
manent direct flight between Dublin and Tel Aviv.  Such a development would be particularly 
beneficial to Ireland, its economy and global reach.

24/01/2017D00400Deputy  Shane Ross: I thank the Senator for raising this very important matter.  It is a cre-
ative, left-field suggestion which is the kind of response we need on the Brexit issue because 
it responds in a way which at least acknowledges markets overseas, the need to service and 
recognise them immediately and the need to recognise opportunities�

I am aware that the Ireland Israel Business Network has been campaigning for a number 
of years for direct flights between Tel Aviv and Ireland.  The network is an independent, non-
political organisation that promotes business contacts between Irish and Israeli companies.  The 
two countries have important high-tech sectors.  Naturally, a year-round direct flight service 
would help to facilitate trade and tourism between Ireland and Israel, which is something that 
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we will encourage.  New services, of which there are too many to mention, are being launched 
regularly.  Traffic and the number of routes have been growing at all of our international airports 
in the recent past.  Air services between Ireland and Israel are governed by the EU-Israel air 
services agreement which was signed in 2012.  The agreement provides a framework to open 
up and integrate the respective markets, strengthen co-operation and offer new opportunities for 
industry, including airlines and consumers.  It is essentially an open skies agreement that allows 
any European Union or Israeli airline to fly between Ireland and Israel.

Ireland fully supports the European Union’s external aviation policy which seeks to negoti-
ate air services agreements with non-EU countries such as Israel.  While a range of direct flights 
operate between the two countries, to date no airline has chosen to operate a year round service.  
For a number of years Arkia Airlines, an Israeli airline, has operated a twice weekly scheduled 
service between Tel Aviv and Dublin and is expected to continue this service in 2017.  Israeli 
and Irish airlines have also operated tourist charter flights between the two countries.  The State 
agencies and my Department would certainly be very supportive of any airline interested in 
launching a year round service�

The Senator is right to point to the need for Ireland to be open to possible opportunities aris-
ing from Brexit.  Yesterday I hosted an all-island sectoral dialogue in Dundalk concentrating 
on transport and tourism matters.  As I stated at the event, transport and tourism are central to 
the economic and social fabric of the island of Ireland and my aim is to minimise any nega-
tive impact and seek positive opportunities that may arise in the coming years from the United 
Kingdom’s exit from the European Union.  My objective in holding the all-island dialogue was 
to get viewpoints from stakeholders on the island of Ireland on how the United Kingdom’s de-
cision would affect them and what could be done by industry and the Government to mitigate 
these adverse effects�

To sum up, the EU-Israel air services agreement means that any EU or Israeli airline is free 
to launch direct services should it take the commercial decision to do so.  I would certainly 
welcome such a development.  My Department and the State agencies will continue their ef-
forts to promote Ireland’s air connectivity with the rest of the world.  I again thank the Senator 
for raising the matter�  My Department fully supports increased connectivity and competition in 
the market for air services in and out of Ireland.  We will work to facilitate any proposed direct 
service between Ireland and Israel.

24/01/2017E00200Senator  Catherine Noone: I am very pleased with the Minister’s response.  There would 
be nothing to be gained from finding fault with it.  I wanted to ensure the issue was on the radar.

24/01/2017E00300An Cathaoirleach: It is nice to see someone happy with a response.

24/01/2017E00400Senator  Catherine Noone: It was a good reply.

24/01/2017E00500North-South Interconnector

24/01/2017E00600Senator  Robbie Gallagher: I propose to share my time with Senator Diarmuid Wilson.

24/01/2017E00700An Cathaoirleach: That is agreed�

24/01/2017E00800Senator  Robbie Gallagher: Cuirim fáilte roimh an Aire Stáit go dtí an Teach�  
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An Bord Pleanála published its decision on the North-South interconnector just before 
Christmas.  It is remarkable in the case of a project of such magnitude that the decision has 
only nine conditions attached.  An ordinary punter would have more conditions attached to a 
proposal for an extension to a dwelling house.

Needless to say, An Bord Pleanála’s decision was met by a tsunami of disappointment, an-
ger and frustration by the people affected.  If EirGrid believes people on the ground will take the 
decision lying down, it is very much mistaken.  The determination and resolve of communities 
opposed to the overgrounding of the North-South interconnector are immeasurable and were 
very much evident at a meeting I attended in Kells last Thursday night.  Opposition to the proj-
ect is stronger than ever, particularly because people believe the process let them down.  Not 
only that, they believe it was rigged against them and that they were effectively dealing with 
a fait accompli.  There is no greater motivator than a feeling of injustice.  The NEPPC and the 
CMAPC which represent the communities have made the point that members of the public were 
placed in a position of having to defend their submissions, rather than EirGrid having to defend 
its planning application.  Remarkably, the planning application was never presented at the oral 
hearing and it was EirGrid’s responses to submissions that were used as the basis for the oral 
hearing�  This is a highly irregular approach�

People are very angry that the inputs of landowners and the public were completely ig-
nored.  Contributions from local public representatives were not even recorded and county 
development plans from across the three counties were conflicted.  Most of all, the argument 
accepting that undergrounding was feasible and required further investigation was completely 
bypassed.  The communities fighting the installation of pylons for the interconnector have gath-
ered evidence to show that undergrounding strengthens the grid and improves reliability such 
that undergrounding is now less expensive than overhead lines.  We were told initially told 
that undergrounding would be 30 times more expensive, but with advances in technology, it is 
now possible that undergrounding is even cheaper than an overhead system.  Evidence for this 
comes from a project being undertaken between Belgium and Germany where undergrounding 
has been undertaken.

In the light of such developments, it is clear the public has no buy-in to the project, as it 
stands.  The Government needs to look very seriously at the underground option and consider 
how a project such as this can proceed without public support.  It needs to ask why An Bord 
Pleanála only has responsibility for planning matters and no responsibility for impact on the 
public such as the equivalent bodies have in Denmark and Belgium.  Most of all, it needs to ask 
itself why the public believes the system has been rigged against it.

As far as the people of counties Monaghan, Cavan and Meath are concerned, the project 
will never see the light of day.  I ask the Minister to ensure EirGrid will be instructed before it 
proceeds to underground the project.

24/01/2017F00200Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: I thank Senator Robbie Gallagher for sharing his time with 
me�  I totally and absolutely endorse everything he said about the proposed interconnector�  This 
process has now been ongoing for over ten years, in which time the families who live in these 
areas of Cavan, Monaghan and Meath have suffered financial, psychological and physical tor-
ment.  It is just not good enough.  From day one they have had to put up with alternative facts, 
in other words, “lies”, from EirGrid and its supporters.  We hear the phrase “alternative facts” 
in the United States of America and the alternative facts have been spun for over ten years to 
ordinary, decent people living ordinary, decent lives in their own communities.  Cavan County 
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Council, Monaghan County Council and Meath County Council have passed motions rejecting 
the proposed overhead power line.  Councils made up of representatives of every community in 
their counties have said “No”.  EirGrid should have had to prove its planning application was in 
order, but it was the ordinary members of the public and public representatives from the respec-
tive areas, including Oireachtas colleagues of mine, who went before the appeals tribunal, at 
which their submissions were not even referred to.  That is not good enough in this democracy 
and just before Christmas An Bord Pleanála announced its decision.

Ten years ago the communities in these areas knew what the decision would be.  As Senator 
Robbie Gallagher said, their resolve to ensure these cables are never erected overground has be-
come even stronger in that ten-year period.  Regardless of how long this campaign or proposal 

continues, they will continue to oppose it and we, as Oireachtas colleagues of theirs, 
and our colleagues on the councils will stand up for them and ensure their voices are 
heard.  The financial argument for this proposal may have had some credibility ten 

years ago, but it has none today.  The underground option would cost slightly more and some 
suggest it would cost even less than the overground proposal.

  I appeal to the Minister of State, as my colleague, Senator Robbie Gallagher, has done, to 
ensure the project is placed underground.

24/01/2017G00200Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Envi-
ronment  (Deputy  Seán Kyne): I thank Senators Robbie Gallagher and diarmuid Wilson 
for raising this Commencement matter which I am taking on behalf of the Minister, Deputy 
Denis Naughten, who, unfortunately, cannot be here.  I thank both Senators for providing the 
opportunity to discuss this important energy infrastructure project.  They raise suggestions that 
are often referenced in the debate on the project and I welcome the discussion on the topic.  I 
note that the Minister will meet local representative groups and public representatives to hear 
their views.  That meeting had been scheduled for last Friday, but, unfortunately, a number of 
the representatives were unable to meet on that date and the meeting will be rescheduled soon.

It is important to state Government policy and the development of energy infrastructure 
precludes the Minister with responsibility for energy from directing EirGrid one way or another 
with regard to this development, or any interconnector.  This is a detail that appears never to 
be raised in a debate, but it is an important one in terms of the parameters of the role of the 
Minister�

As detailed in the 2012 Government policy statement on the strategic importance of trans-
mission and other energy infrastructure, the policy in this area is very clear.  It sets out that the 
Government does not seek to direct EirGrid and the ESB Networks or any other infrastructure 
developer to particular sites, routes or technologies.  EirGrid is the designated transmission 
system operator and its role includes the operation, maintenance and development of the elec-
tricity transmission network in Ireland.  It carries out its role independent from political direc-
tion.  Would it be appropriate if Ministers with responsibility for energy were to regularly direct 
it in the discharge of its functions?  I do not believe such a scenario of interference would be 
ultimately beneficial for all of the people living within the State.

The potential for developing the North-South interconnector project underground has been 
examined and a number of studies have been carried out by EirGrid and independently com-
missioned by my Department.  All of these studies were available to An Bord Pleanála as part 
of a recent planning process�  The statutory independent process concluded on 21 December 

3 o’clock
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last with the publication of the planning decision.  This decision approved, with conditions, the 
proposed overground North-South 400 kV interconnector project, although I agree that nine 
conditions seem to be a little light for a project of that nature, considering, as Senator Robbie 
Gallagher said, that many homeowners seem to have many more such conditions attached to 
some planning permissions�

The planning process carried out by An Bord Pleanála heard from my Department that the 
North-South interconnector was the key project in delivering the objectives of the national en-
ergy policy, specifically security of supply, competitiveness and sustainability.  This will bring 
benefits to electricity customers across the island of Ireland.  The planning process also heard 
testimony both in favour of and against the overground and underground solutions�  It examined 
these issues thoroughly and concluded that a high voltage alternating current overhead line was 
the best technical and economic solution for the North-South interconnector to achieve these 
national energy objectives.

I stress that the statutory independent planning process has determined that the proposed 
North-South interconnector should be developed and neither I nor the Minister has any role in 
directing EirGrid to develop the project in a different manner.  I understand and acknowledge 
the grave concerns of local people, local councillors and all my Oireachtas colleagues in the 
affected counties.  The project has been debated on many occasions in our parliamentary party 
meetings and I am sure it has also been debated at the Senators’ parliamentary party meetings�  
I accept the concerns people have about the overground solution, but the policy is clear, namely, 
that we do not have the power to direct the Minister to interfere in a decision on the role of 
EirGrid.  The planning process carried out by An Bord Pleanála was independent.  Obviously, 
I was not present at those proceedings.  The Senators have views on what was done, what was 
not done and what should have been done, but, clearly, An Bord Pleanála has an independent 
role from the Government which must also be acknowledged.

24/01/2017H00100Senator  Robbie Gallagher: I thank the Minister of State for his response.  Looking at the 
issue objectively, if one was living in Cork or Donegal and examined the process, one would 
see there was a planning application, that there were oral hearings and that An Bord Pleanála 
would then make its decision.  One would think it was a fair and detailed process.  However, 
it is only when one is close to it that one sees what happens.  Only those on the ground see it.  
Monaghan County Council raised concerns when the first application was made, but they were 
not addressed.  It raised them again when the second application was made, but they were still 
not addressed.  An Bord Pleanála reached a decision on an issue, in spite of the fact that con-
cerns raised by Monaghan County Council had yet to be resolved�  I appreciate that the Minister 
of State has outlined the legal constraints within which he has to operate, but it is important that 
the issue be examined as the people of counties Monaghan, Cavan and Meath feel wronged by 
the decision.  Given the improvements in technology, the entire project must be looked at again.  
I assure the Minister of State that, as far as the people of these three counties are concerned, the 
project will not see the light of day in its current guise, judging from what I hear on the ground.

24/01/2017H00200Deputy  Seán Kyne: I acknowledge the concerns of local people about what is a project on 
a major scale with infrastructure visible on the landscape.  Having attended public meetings in 
my area on smaller projects, including wind farms, I am aware that there is often opposition to 
projects of such a scale.  I accept what the Senator says and understand and sympathise with the 
views he has expressed on behalf of the constituents he represents.  They believe their views 
have not been taken on board by An Bord Pleanála in its assessment of the planning application.
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Senator Diarmuid Wilson referred to alternative facts.  From what Senator Robbie Galla-
gher said, I accept that there are differing views on the cost of undergrounding from that set out 
by EirGrid.  I would like to think there is only one set of facts on the cost of undergrounding 
compared to that of an overhead line system.  I hope it was discussed and verified at the hear-
ings held by An Bord Pleanála and that there are sufficient independent companies that can 
verify the cost of undergrounding lines versus that of having them above the ground�

24/01/2017H00250Hospital Services

24/01/2017H00300Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: This is my first time to address the Minister of State, 
Deputy Finian McGrath, since his elevation.  I compliment him on being a champion for the 
disabled in the work he has done since reaching the office of Minister of State at the Department 
of Health.  However, we are here to talk about St. Stephen’s Hospital, Sarsfield Court, Glan-
mire, County Cork.  As the Minister of State is aware, I do not normally take on local issues.  I 
take on national issues, but this issues has ramifications nationally for the Department.

The hospital caters for a small number of mental health patients in the main building, while a 
separate single storey building includes a child and adolescent mental health services, CAMHS, 
unit for children with learning difficulties.  Another adjacent building caters for teenagers in 
care.  The Child and Family Agency, Tusla, has offices there and there is also an Alzheimer’s 
unit on the site�  

I do not know whether the Minister of State has ever had an opportunity to visit St. Ste-
phen’s Hospital, but it is situated on a magnificent 117 acre site which offers ultimate poten-
tial for the development of an acute hospital�  Its location could not be better�  The hospital is 
located less than a mile from the M8 motorway and only ten miles from Cork city and there 
is no traffic congestion in the area.  There is excellent public transport and ample space for 
parking.  If developed, it would serve a huge catchment area, including not just Glanmire but 
also Watergrasshill, Mayfield and Ballyvolane, as well as the rapidly expanding towns of Cobh, 
Carrigtwohill and the wider east Cork area.  

St. Stephen’s Hospital is in the constituency of Cork North Central which has suffered 
greatly�  There has been little investment in the area�

As we know the shortage of acute beds in public hospitals is the root cause of the over-
crowding problem in emergency departments.  The current emergency department crisis which 
is now an all-year-round problem has occurred precisely because of the acute bed shortage and 
Cork is no exception.

Earlier this year the Health Service Executive’s report on acute hospital services for coun-
ties Cork and Kerry found that Cork needed a new hospital within the next ten to 15 years to 
cope with the population growth.  The proposed development by University College Cork of a 
science park at Curraheen, with an acute hospital facility, has been put forward as an option in 
official planning documents by Cork County Council.  While the development of a science park 
has great merits, there is no guarantee if and when a hospital could be developed on a greenfield 
site�

Councillor Ger Keohane from Glanmire is a strong advocate of the St� Stephen’s Hospital 
option and has asked me to invite the Minister of State to visit the hospital, with his officials, to 
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explore the possibility of its redevelopment.  I agree with Councillor Keohane that the redevel-
opment of the hospital would be an infinitely more cost-effective, efficient and timely option.  
The hospital site could have an emergency department, a minor surgery department, a primary 
care centre, an X-ray department, an ambulance depot, a 24/7 suicide prevention unit, a psychi-
atric wing and many other facilities.  Given the space available and the fact that there are ten 
derelict buildings on the site, the options are endless.  It would cost much less to redevelop St. 
Stephen’s Hospital as a multi-purpose medical facility than to embark on a greenfield project 
on the same side of the county where there is already a major hospital.  

I thank the Minister of State for taking the time to come to the House and giving this matter 
his consideration�

24/01/2017J00200Minister of State at the Department of Health  (Deputy  Finian McGrath): I thank the 
Senator for his kind words.  Let us hope we can do something about the issue of developing 
disability services in the coming years and also deal with many other issues such as the one 
the Senator has raised.  I thank him for raising this issue because I know that he is a passionate 
advocate for health services but particularly mental health and disability services�  

In terms of the details, the hospital campus at St. Stephen’s Hospital consists of approxi-
mately 114 acres which were developed as a regional sanatorium in the 1950s.  It is located 
approximately 14 miles from Cork University Hospital, CUH, and other hospitals in Cork, and 
has limited access to public transport services.  While some acute hospital services were previ-
ously based at St. Stephen’s Hospital, these services were relocated to Cork University Hospital 
when it opened in 1979.  The vacated buildings were used to facilitate the closure of Our Lady’s 
Hospital, with the transfer of mental health services to the campus.

Mental health services provided at the campus include an acute mental health unit; four 
residential mental health units for patients requiring continuing care for enduring mental health 
conditions; an Alzheimer’s unit; and the child and adolescents mental health services, CAMHS, 
north Lee team.  In addition, the site at St. Stephen’s Hospital also accommodates a Tusla 
residential child care facility and children’s outreach services�  Fostering services general and 
regional administration accommodation is also located at St. Stephen’s Hospital, with some lo-
cal primary care services�

There has been and continues to be a need to carry out significant works to the buildings 
from which inpatient mental health services are provided to enable continued use of these build-
ings and meet the standards required by the Mental Health Commission for approved inpatient-
residential centres.  Further works will also be required to the Alzheimer’s unit to ensure its 
ongoing compliance with HIQA regulations.  We have to ensure all of these services are up to 
both national and international standards�

The existing buildings at St. Stephen’s Hospital, in the context of acute hospital services, 
are substantially to a 1950s standard in terms of the building fabric, the layout, the functionality 
and the engineering services.  They would require major capital investment to allow them be 
brought into use for patient services.  It is, in the first instance, a matter for the HSE which has 
statutory responsibility for the planning and delivery of health and personal social services at 
local level, including proposed infrastructural developments, to consider the issue raised by the 
Senator, taking account of agreed policy on the development of acute hospitals in the region and 
evolving service priorities and resource availability overall�
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I will, of course, bring the Senator’s concerns to the attention of the Minister, Deputy Simon 
Harris�

24/01/2017K00200Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I thank the Minister of State for his response.  As regards 
major acute hospitals, there needs to be consultation locally, rather than decisions being taken 
from a macro viewpoint in Dublin.  People on the ground need to talk to local representatives 
who will represent their views.  The Minister of State has done a lot of work in the area of dis-
ability services, but we still have serious problems with access to public buildings for those 
with disabilities.  He might, therefore, do something about that issue in the near future.

24/01/2017K00300Deputy Finian McGrath: I thank the Senator for raising those issues.  As regards the need 
for local consultation, one must listen to the needs of people in the community.  I totally accept 
that there is a problem in Cork in planning services.  I was there just after Christmas to visit a 
number of centres in Cork city.  I did not see the one referred to by the Senator, but I visited 
many others and got a good feel for the place.  We need to deal with the long-term planning of 
hospitals and other medical services in Cork city and county.  

The Senator mentioned the acute beds issue.  As he knows, the Minister, Deputy Simon Har-
ris, has managed to pump an extra €500 million into health services.  We are essentially trying 
to reinvest in services, but we also need to reform them.  

The Senator’s final point was about access.  Only yesterday, I met a group of disabled adults.  
They were one of the first groups I met at a conference where the majority of speakers had dis-
abilities.  The two key issues raised were transport to allow access to employment and housing.  
I will bring to the Minister’s attention all of the issues and concerns raised by the Senator.

  Sitting suspended at 3.20 p.m. and resumed at 3.30 p.m.

24/01/2017N00100Order of Business

24/01/2017N00200Senator  Jerry Buttimer: The Order of Business is No. 1, Adoption (Amendment) Bill 
2016 - Second Stage, to be taken at 4.45 p.m., with the contributions of group spokespersons 
not to exceed eight minutes each and those of all other Senators not to exceed five minutes.

24/01/2017N00300Senator  Catherine Ardagh: I welcome my colleagues back and look forward to an excel-
lent 2017 working with them all.

I am disgusted and shocked by reports that staff working at Dublin Airport have been arrest-
ed and are being investigated as part of a major immigrant smuggling racket.  It is believed 100 
or more people per year have been getting into the country as part of this scam�  This alleged 
exploitation is of great concern to me�  It is clear that the authorities in Dublin Airport and the 
Garda need to examine carefully the alleged failures in security that allowed such exploitation 
and abuse to slip through the system.  Of further concern is the apparent simplicity of the scam, 
in that the illegal immigrants were being brought to areas of the airport on arrival and given the 
necessary clothing to allow them to slip undetected through parts of the airport.  In a busy in-
ternational airport, this must cause alarm bells to ring and security concerns must be prioritised.  
We have a duty to allow the Garda and the Director of Public Prosecutions to investigate the 
case thoroughly and proceed as they deem fit, but it is incumbent on us to call on the authorities 
to take any measure necessary to protect the security of the airport and ensure human beings 
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who are attempting to enter the country illegally are not being exploited.  I call on the Minister 
for Transport, Tourism and Sport to take an active role in this matter so as to ensure the DAA 
will bring Dublin Airport up to the standard required of an international airport.

With regard to Brexit, the most recent Bord Bia report shows that the value of Irish food and 
drink exports has decreased by €570 million since 23 June 2016 owing to the fall in the value or 
sterling.  We all heard the recent speech by Prime Minister May in which she outlined her plans 
for a hard Brexit.  A hard Brexit, with the potential introduction of trade barriers, is a threat to 
our economy.  The decrease in exports shown in the report has been a tangible blow to rural 
Ireland and the economy as a whole, even before a hard Border has been implemented.  This 
shows that we must take the issue of a hard Brexit even more seriously and demand again that 
the Taoiseach appoint a Minister for Brexit before it is too late.  Brexit is in the here and now 
and there is no point in waiting until Britain has decided on physical barriers or otherwise.  This 
is a small economy and we need to protect it.

24/01/2017O00200Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The Supreme Court in the United Kingdom delivered its 
Brexit judgment this morning.  There has been much focus on its implications for votes in the 
UK Parliament.  Considerable attention has been drawn to the other aspects of the decision, in 
that the consent of the Northern Ireland and Scottish assemblies is not legally required before 
the Prime Minister can formally initiate Article 50�

There has been little focus on a key passage of the judgment which I had the opportunity to 
read this morning that has implications for the Good Friday Agreement�  The Supreme Court 
in the United Kingdom was asked to consider this: “Does any provision of the NI Act, read to-
gether with the Belfast Agreement and the British-Irish Agreement, have the effect that primary 
legislation is required before Notice can be given?”  According to the court, at paragraph 131 
of its judgment:

[It] is unquestionably right, however, to claim that the NI Act conferred rights on the 
citizens of Northern Ireland.  Sections 6(2)(d) and 24(1), in imposing the EU constraints, 
have endowed the people of Northern Ireland with the right to challenge actions of the Ex-
ecutive or the Assembly on the basis that they are in breach of EU law. 

While the court has ruled that the consent of the Northern Ireland Assembly is not required, 
it did not make a judgment on the necessity or otherwise to amend the Northern Ireland Act of 
Westminster which put into law the Good Friday Agreement, but it has made clear that North-
ern Ireland’s citizens were given EU-based rights as a result of that legislation.  Its citizens, the 
majority of whom voted against Brexit, will see these rights stripped away from them two years 
after the United Kingdom formally invokes Article 50 without having any say on the matter.  
The citizens of this state who voted in record numbers to amend the Constitution to enable Ire-
land to sign up to the Good Friday Agreement will equally have no say on the stripping away 
of the rights enshrined in the Agreement, yet we hear nothing from the Government on what 
it intends to do to protect Northern citizens’ rights and prevent a unilateral breach of the Good 
Friday Agreement by the UK Government.  The Agreement was probably one of the greatest 
achievements in my lifetime in bringing peace and stability to this island, but the Government 
has no strategy to defend against its imminent destruction.  This is not something that can wait 
to be kicked down the road because it will then be too late.  Once Article 50 is activated, the 
irrevocable process will have begun and essential clauses within the Good Friday Agreement 
that confer rights on Northern Irish citizens will vanish in two years’ time with no recourse to 
protection�
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Amendment of the Good Friday Agreement is not the concern of the European Union�  Nei-
ther is it a unilateral concern of the British state.  It is the concern of Ireland, the United King-
dom and the elected members of the Northern Ireland Executive�  The UK Prime Minister can-
not ignore her obligations to this state and the Taoiseach cannot ignore its citizens who voted 
overwhelmingly in favour of ratification of the Good Friday Agreement.  I, therefore, request 
the Leader to urge the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deputy Charles Flanagan, to 
come to the House today to explain how the Government intends to defend every line of the 
Good Friday Agreement before the UK Prime Minister triggers Article 50�  I propose that the 
Order of Business be amended to allow him to do so.

24/01/2017P00200An Cathaoirleach: The Senator’s contribution was more like a statement than one in which 
he asked questions.  Is he proposing the following amendment to the Order of Business: “That 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade be asked to come to the House today?”

24/01/2017P00300Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: Yes�

24/01/2017P00400Senator  Catherine Noone: The Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade will be in the 
House on Thursday�

24/01/2017P00500Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: I second Senator Gerard P. Craughwell’s amendment.  I, 
too, wish everybody a happy and healthy new year and best wishes for 2017.  Much has hap-
pened since we last met.  Of significance to Sinn Féin as a party and the country as a whole 
is the resignation of our leader in the North, Martin McGuinness.  I wish him, Bernie and his 
family the very best of health and happiness.  I hope he will make a full and have a speedy re-
covery.  I thank him for the great work he has done in reaching out to people and communities 
and showing true leadership when required, including by putting his life on the line on many 
occasions.  I encourage everybody to show the same leadership as he has shown and reach out 
to other communities to ensure it is a given that there is room for everybody on the island, for 
every opinion and people of every persuasion.  I again thank Martin for all he has done and 
wish our new leader in the North, Michelle O’Neill, the very best in her new position.  She is 
a fantastic choice.  With our party president, Deputy Gerry Adams, she has a huge job of work 
to do to resist attempts at the destruction of the Good Friday Agreement.  I wish her well in her 
attempts to secure special status for the North within the European Union.  I ask the House and 
the wider Oireachtas to do everything possible to help her to secure this special status to ensure 
all citizens will be looked after.

I would like to comment on the report presented yesterday on rural development.  I wel-
come any investment in rural Ireland, but I am at a loss to understand what is new in the report.  
For example, in terms of rural infrastructure and connectivity, the key objectives include high 
speed broadband provision, improvements to rural transport services and implementation of 
flood relief measures.  These are all measures that have been announced previously.  I am sure 
we will be forgiven in rural Ireland if at this stage we say there is report fatigue.  We have had 
spatial and many other strategies which have never amounted to anything more.  It is welcome 
that the Minister, Deputy Heather Humphreys, will come before the House soon when I look 
forward to having an indepth discussion with her on the report, but to me it is a regurgitation 
of a series of actions denounced previously.  I know that the Government will spin it as being 
the first comprehensive cross-departmental report, but that is something of which we should be 
very ashamed.  That the Government has been in office for seven years and only now are all 
Departments agreeing on a strategy begs the question of what have they been doing up to now.  
What people in rural Ireland want to see is proper investment.  We want the neglect of rural 
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Ireland by this and successive Governments to be addressed once and for all and it will only be 
done through proper investment�

24/01/2017Q00100Senator  Kevin Humphreys: I welcome the necessary focus on rural Ireland.  Little as it 
is, I welcome the plan.  As the previous Senator said, most of it is a rehash of the broadband 
strategy and other elements�

One of the things that has concerned me since the Government came to power is its total 
disregard of and lack of focus on disadvantaged urban areas.  The issue has totally dropped off 
the radar.  From Blanchardstown to Finglas and Cork to Limerick, there is no longer a focus on 
revitalising disadvantaged areas.  The Revitalising Areas by Planning, Investment and Devel-
opment, RAPID, programme was introduced by the former Minister of State Eoin Ryan, whom 
I commend for introducing such a focused and targeted measure.  Unfortunately, the areas 
included have been forgotten by the Government.  I ask the Leader to arrange a debate, at his 
earliest convenience, on the need for investment in urban areas, especially disadvantaged areas 
that have dropped off the radar and been left behind.  In many cases, the only time one hears 
about disadvantaged areas in Dublin and Cork is when some unfortunate person has been mur-
dered and a task force is then established.  We need a planned response to tackle disadvantage 
in urban areas� 

I do not support the call for the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade to attend the House 
today because he is scheduled to attend on Thursday.  I ask Senators to make an effort not to 
score political points when debating the issue of Brexit which presents one of the greatest chal-
lenges Ireland has ever faced, both North and South.  I will not be preached to by Sinn Féin that 
the Taoiseach must look after the interests of Northern Ireland.  He will look after the interests 
of the Thirty-two Counties as best as he can, but four Sinn Féin Members have been elected to 
the parliament at Westminster and collect expenses of £500,000 a year.  They, too, must play 
their role by going to Westminster to fight for the Six Counties to make sure the North will 
receive special status.  Yes, the Government here must do its upmost to ensure the best pos-
sible deal is done for the Thirty-two Counties, but I will not be preached to by Sinn Féin that 
the Government must carry the load on its own.  If one takes the Queen’s shilling, one should 
do the work.  Let the Sinn Féin Members go to Westminster to fight to secure a proper deal for 
Northern Ireland.  Let us fight alongside them to make sure we get the best possible deal for this 
country in the Brexit negotiations�

24/01/2017Q00300Senator  Colm Burke: I agree with my colleague that the four Sinn Féin Members should 
take their seats in the House of Commons and have issued a press release to that effect.  The 
party would have four crucial votes in debating Brexit as it would affect Northern Ireland.  It is 
important that they exercise their right and make the interests of the people of Northern Ireland 
their first priority.  That is what Sinn Féin should do.

The European Medicines Agency is based in London and employs over 900 people.  Once 
the United Kingdom decides to leave the European Union, the agency will have to relocate.  I 
am delighted that the Minister for Health was in London yesterday to discuss the issue.  We 
must fight tooth and nail to bring this important agency to this country.  I would like it to be 
located in the Cork region where nine of the top ten pharmaceutical companies are based and 
where it would contribute to the research and development sector and thus encourage more 
companies to locate in the region�  Will the Leader convey to the Minister for Health the urgent 
need to make the best case possible at European level to have the agency relocate to Ireland?  In 
particular, I am hopeful it would be based in the south, if at all possible.
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24/01/2017R00200Senator  Jennifer Murnane O’Connor: On the rural programme referred to by previous 
speakers, it is important that disadvantaged rural areas or CLÁR areas receive the funding they 
need.  Small post offices, shops, schools and GP surgeries in rural Ireland are in decline and 
unless money is put into a proper programme, the plan announced by the Government will not 
work.  It is important that Senators make sure the most vulnerable and most disadvantaged ar-
eas receive the necessary funding�

I received several telephone calls last night from county councillors�  It appears that yester-
day evening the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, Deputy 
Simon Coveney, announced a new funding programme for councillors.  Most of us in the Se-
anad were councillors previously.  The abolition of town councils has had a detrimental effect 
on towns.  Their loss has devastated many towns.  Funding has halved in many instances and 
the amount of funding provided for towns is unacceptable.  It is good to see that the Minister is 
willing to work with councillors.  Last June the Fianna Fáil group tabled a motion in the Seanad 
supporting county councillors, criticising the loss of town councils and supporting calls from 
councillors for additional funding in view of the fact that their workload had trebled.  As Sena-
tors will be aware, that motion had the support of various groupings within the Seanad.  In that 
context, I am very disappointed that the Minister made an announcement on councillors yester-
day and did not inform Members of this House�  We received no text messages or e-mails and 
were not made aware of the details.  I received telephone calls from the councillors with whom 
I work, but I was unaware of what was happening. That is unacceptable.  I ask that the Minister 
be called to the House to address this issue and explain what is involved.

As Senators will be aware, €1,000 per annum has been provided in the context of the new 
municipal authorities, which I welcome.  However, there are no municipal authorities in places 
such as Dublin, Cork and Limerick.  Therefore, over 250 councillors in these areas are not en-
titled to receive that €1,000.  That is unacceptable and suggests these councillors do not repre-
sent their areas as well as others do.  There is no need for that.  I understand the Association of 
Irish Local Government will hold a meeting on Thursday next.  I call on the Minister to explain 
what he has in mind.  The text message sent to councillors today does not contain any detailed 
information on the proposed new vouched scheme.  There is a lack of information and, as Sena-
tors, we do not know what is happening, which is unacceptable.  It is not good enough.  I want 
the Minister to address the House on the issue�

24/01/2017R00300Senator  Máire Devine: I commend the Irish Family Planning Association, IFPA, which 
I was delighted to host this morning in the audiovisual room of Leinster House for a presenta-
tion on screening for cervical cancer.  The awareness event was part of the Europe-wide Pearl 
of Wisdom campaign, which aims to highlight the importance of women undertaking regular 
smear tests.  The IFPA is running many events throughout Ireland to raise awareness.  Each year 
300 women in Ireland are diagnosed with cervical cancer and as many as 90 lose their lives.  
As public representatives, we all have a responsibility to promote this progressive public health 
measure among our sisters, aunts, mothers, daughters and nieces and encourage them to register 
and avail of this life-saving service.  We have many bad news stories about the health service 
and public health, but this is a good news story.  Let us play our part in promoting this effective 
public health measure.  I encourage all women between the ages of 25 and 60 years to avail of 
the free test.  Over 4,500 registered practitioners are available to help to bring down cervical 
cancer rates.  Again, I thank the IFPA.

I refer to the announcement made by the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and 
Local Government, Deputy Simon Coveney, that he will increase the pay of some councillors 
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by €1,000 but not those councillors serving in certain local authorities, including the four lo-
cal authorities in Dublin.  While it is good to see some increase in salary, however miserly, 
for councillors, given their working conditions and the stress councillors are under since the 
reform of local government, it is unfair to leave out those councillors who represent large urban 
centres such as Cork and Dublin.  Equality needs to be built into the process.  I plead with the 
Minister to increase the salary of these councillors in line with that of other councillors across 
the country�

24/01/2017S00200Senator  Paul Coghlan: I am concerned that the equity houses, the so-called vulture funds, 
have snubbed the Oireachtas by failing to appear before the Joint Committee on Finance, Public 
Expenditure and Reform and the Taoiseach.  When I was a member of that committee in the 
previous Seanad, I proposed and it was agreed that we invite them to appear before it, but they 
more or less told us to mind our own business.  I understand it is possibly happening again.  
That is not good enough�  The committee - one of its members is seated to my right - has en-
gaged with the Central Bank, the banks, individual borrowers and market experts, all of whom 
had valuable things to say about the banking and financial crisis.  These funds which collec-
tively own billions of euro worth of distressed debt are refusing to engage with the committee 
or allow the legitimate concerns genuine people have put to all Members to be addressed.  I urge 
the Leader to explore measures to seek to compel the funds to attend before the Oireachtas and 
explore what legal steps are required to ensure their co-operation.  Their stake in the lives of 
thousands of citizens is too ingrained to allow them to shun the legitimate and well intentioned 
work of the Oireachtas.  The people in question do not understand the softly softly approach.  
Compelling them to attend may be the only way to go.  I ask the Leader to pursue this further 
as it would be of assistance to the Joint Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform 
and the Taoiseach�

24/01/2017S00300Senator  Grace O’Sullivan: I wish everybody a very happy 2017 and hope we will have 
a good year�

Like other Members, I welcome the Government’s announcement of the action plan for 
rural development.  Those who will be affected by the plan have been consulted widely.  The 
plan promotes cross-departmental co-operation and has some solid proposals to make it easier 
for people to continue living and raising families in towns, villages and rural areas.  I was par-
ticularly interested to see included measures oriented towards revitalising the main streets of 
rural towns and villages, something the Green Party is particularly keen to encourage.  How-
ever, there was one aspect of the realisation of the scheme that, as a Green Party member and 
a proponent of local banking models, I did not welcome.  As part of the programme for Gov-
ernment, the Fine Gael Party committed to creating the legal structures necessary to permit a 
local banking model to emerge in Ireland.  Such a model could emulate the best aspects of the 
German Sparkassen model and New Zealand’s Kiwi bank model, allowing focused regional 
banking orientated towards investment and loans within communities and avoiding many of 
the pitfalls and inefficiencies of scale that conventional banking models can produce.  With 
this in mind, representatives of the German Sparkassen model had offered their services and 
advice to the Government in the establishment of such a system in Ireland.  lf one looks at ac-
tion point No. 23 in the section on enhancing local services section, it commits to investigating 
the potential of the German Sparkassen model and the Kiwi model for the development of local 
public banks that would operate in defined regions.  That is a very welcome action point for any 
supporter of a more decentralised banking model, yet the delegated bodies for its development 
are the Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, the Department 
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of Finance, An Post and the Irish League of Credit Unions.  No mention is made of Sparkasse 
Bank as a partner, delegating the task rather to our own very fine institutions of An Post and the 
Irish League of Credit Unions.  How are they, as representatives of the existing savings systems, 
meant to be the best people in promoting its alternative?  I would like to ask the Minister of 
State, Deputy Michael Ring, as the person with responsibility for regional economic develop-
ment, to reconsider action point No. 23 and open up the process to the consultation and advice 
freely offered by the representatives of the Sparkassen model.

They should be fully included in this process, as should other examples of best practice in 
regional and local banking models.

24/01/2017T00200Senator  Denis Landy: I start on a positive note with the unveiling yesterday of the action 
plan for rural development�  I also fully support Senator Grace O’Sullivan’s comments on the 
German Sparkassen and the banking system.  I hope Senators will attend a briefing in the au-
diovisual room next Wednesday by a group that is trying to develop a public banking service.  

Notwithstanding my positive comment on the rural action plan, my difficulty is 
that it contains 276 actions.  In my experience in politics, no document with such a 
large number of actions has ever been followed through.  The €60 million allocated 

over three years for 600 towns nationwide equates to €30,000 per town per annum.  Based on 
an interview given by the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, 
Deputy Heather Humphreys, this will mean that every year one shop would be converted into 
a house and two public lights erected in each of the 600 towns.  That is not redevelopment and 
revitalisation of rural Ireland�

The proposed revaluation of rates in nine counties and the exclusion of the other 17 beggars 
belief.  I do not see how this proposal will be workable.  I am also concerned about the proposal 
to convert shops into homes because it is intended that this measure will bypass the planning 
system, which means bypassing local democracy and local government.  This is a no-no and an 
insult to elected councillors�  

The proposals to improve councillors’ terms and conditions of employment are also an in-
sult.  An increase in pay of €20 per week for people who work up to 50 hours per week does 
not amount to an improvement in terms and conditions.  Furthermore, the exclusion of 250 
councillors in the greater Dublin area, Galway and Cork from access to this paltry increase 
also beggars belief�  Senator Jennifer Murnane O’Connor called on the Minister to come to the 
House to discuss this issue�  I understand from the circular issued yesterday that the proposed 
changes will not take effect until 1 July.  Therefore, we have time to review the proposals made 
and I ask the Minister to come to the House to discuss them.

Much has been made of the improvement in rural broadband services�  If one casts a cold 
eye over the figures, they show that the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform in the 
previous Government, Deputy Brendan Howlin, allocated €200 million for rural broadband 
provision, a single programme, yet rural areas are supposed to be revitalised with a sum of €60 
million.  The Fianna Fáil Party has been very good on the confidence and supply agreement, but 
there is no confidence or supply in the document on rural Ireland.  It is time Fianna Fáil stood 
up and supported rural people on this specific issue.

24/01/2017T00300Senator  Catherine Noone: I support Senator Máire Devine on cervical cancer services�  I 
only managed to attend the end of the briefing provided by the Irish Family Planning Associa-
tion and hosted by the Senator and Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan�  Every year approximately 300 

4 o’clock
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women are diagnosed with cervical cancer and approximately 90 women lose their lives to this 
preventable disease.  As part of cervical cancer prevention week, Senators should play their part 
in spreading the word about cervical cancer prevention.  Cervical cancer which involves slow 
changes in the part of the body affected can take years to develop.  This makes it all the more 
tragic that lives are lost as a result of the disease.  Screening saves women’s lives.  The Seanad 
should play its part, whether via social media or otherwise, in spreading awareness and making 
information available.  A total of 4,500 practitioners are registered with CervicalCheck which is 
an excellent screening system.  We need to get the word out to a greater degree and I commend 
those involved in the presentation�

24/01/2017U00200Senator  Aidan Davitt: I call on the Government and the Leader, in conjunction with the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, to liaise with the archbishops, Eamon Martin and 
Diarmuid Martin, on the proposed visit of Pope Francis to Ireland.  It would be an ideal op-
portunity to address the joint Houses of the Oireachtas.  He has a natural connection to Dublin 
as he lived here for over three months and this would be an apt forum from which to reach out 
to the whole country.  I call on the Leader to speak to the Taoiseach and, when plans are being 
made for the Pope to visit the country, arrange for him to address the Houses of the Oireachtas.

I welcome the slight improvement in councillors’ pay and conditions, but Senators of my 
own party have discussed the issue today and we cannot stand over the exclusion of councillors 
in Dublin, Galway and Cork.  If the Bill is brought before us - it is due to be brought before this 
House in April - we will not support it.  There will have to be amendments to enable its passage 
through this House�

24/01/2017U00300Senator  Victor Boyhan: I will raise two issues.  One relates to the Road Safety Authority, 
while the second relates to Northern Ireland.  

I have received a lot of correspondence in the past couple of weeks on the Road Safety Au-
thority.  Members will recall that the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Shane 
Ross, was before the House recently when he gave himself a substantial amount of time to read 
a script, but he gave Members very little opportunity to ask questions or, more importantly, get 
comprehensive answers from him.  The many controversies surrounding the RSA have been 
debated in the Irish Independent and other media.  There seems to be a struggle which is being 
carried on by letters and references to letters in the media�  I do not doubt the commitment of the 
Minister or the RSA and its chairperson, Ms Liz O’Donnell, a former Deputy who is familiar 
with politics in this House.  It is important, however, that the relevant Minister with responsi-
bility come into the House to answer some questions on the Road Safety Authority.  We know 
from public correspondence that there are vacancies, but is it his intention to fill them?  There 
has been a constant flow of communications to try to reach a compromise and a resolution of the 
dispute and I would like to question the Minister about that matter.  It takes 20 weeks for people 
living in Buncrana and 25 weeks for people living in Letterkenny or Galway and other places 
to get a driving test.  There is a huge backlog for young people who are waiting to sit their driv-
ing test to help them to obtain gainful employment�  I respect the fact that the Minister is the 
Minister, but it is important that we apportion time between the Minister and elected Members.

I acknowledge the role played by Mr. Martin McGuinness, the former deputy First Minister 
of Northern Ireland.  He has been courageous in his conversation with the nation, through the 
media, about his illness and I wish him well.  It would be wrong not acknowledge his role.  We 
have all suffered losses.  Many people in Northern Ireland, on this side of the Border, in Britain 
and further afield have suffered pain as a result of parliamentary activities or legitimate politi-
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cal organisations through word, deed, bullet or bomb.  However, we must move on.  We must 
acknowledge the statesman that he was, particularly during the past ten years, the way in which 
he dedicated himself and was a hand, with many others, in bringing peace to the island of Ire-
land.  It is very important that we acknowledge the role he played.  Having said that, I say to 
his colleagues in this House that it is important that we also acknowledge the pain and suffering 
endured by others�

24/01/2017V00200Senator  Michelle Mulherin: I join the female Senators who highlighted the cause of Na-
tional Cervical Cancer Awareness Week and pointed out how easy it was to have early interven-
tion.  All I will add to what they said is that a smear test only takes five minutes and it could 
save a woman’s life.  The battle against cancer is always on.  A smear test is a simple procedure 
and women should have one regularly.  I encourage women who are entitled to a free smear test 
to avail of it�

I echo the call for the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Shane Ross, to 
come to the House.  The hands-off approach he has adopted to the Bus Éireann crisis which is 
looming and upon us must stop.  The company is in serious difficulty having sustained losses 
of €6 million a year.  We face the prospect of bus drivers going on strike and 22 Expressway 
routes are under threat.  In the immediate term if the bus drivers go on strike, vital public trans-
port to many areas of the country will not be provided.  It is not today or yesterday that people 
have begun to talk about the paucity of public transport.  At this point the Minister must come 
to the House.  I understand he is one step removed from the independence of Bus Éireann, but 
we must have a proper debate on public transport because it seems to be a cyclical requirement.  
The public transport system must be sustainable, but clearly it is not.  We have to put our money 
where our mouth is and have a public discourse on public transport and set out the standards 
we require.  For environmental reasons, the push is towards investment in public transport, yet 
we seem to lunge from one crisis to another.  In November a rail review commissioned by the 
National Transport Authority revealed that there was a €103 million deficit in the rail service.  
One of its proposals was to shut down major passenger services serving places such as Ballina 
and Westport in the part of the country I am from.  We have four Expressway services, without 
which we would be lost.  Even at this, we do not even consider we have a great public transport 
service.  There must be a big debate on public transport, otherwise we are only paying lip ser-
vice in saying the future goal in a progressive country such as ours is to have a proper public 
transport service.  Such talk is meaningless.  The buck stops with the Minister.  He should be 
here to answer questions on public transport and allay fears.  We should not have the repeated 
threat that services will be lost.  There needs to be more than merely a reaction; there is a need 
for a proper plan for the future, not fire-fighting action on each and every occasion there is a 
crisis�

24/01/2017V00300Senator  Niall Ó Donnghaile: I want to set my comments in the context of Senator Kevin 
Humphrey’s earlier contribution, which was telling at a time of such significant political crisis 
in the North, given the potential for instability.  I wonder whether it was the SDLP, or perhaps 
the remnants of the Sticks, who telephoned him to let him know that there was an election com-
ing up and that he had to get at Sinn Féin.  Perhaps he might have the same view as Ms Arlene 
Foster who tells us that we are in for a brutal election campaign.  It is telling that Senators come 
into this House and make that type of contribution during the current climate in the North when 
we are trying to offer rational, coherent and responsible leadership.  It is important to state that, 
unlike failed Deputies such as Senator Kevin Humphreys and current Senators, Sinn Féin MPs 
do not receive a salary.  They do not receive any golden handshake.  They will not receive a 
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pension as a result of being elected.  I remind Members that Sinn Féin MPs are mandated not 
to take their seats at Westminster.  I wonder if Fine Gael is having a laugh when it issues press 
releases telling Sinn Féin MPs to take their seats at Westminster when it does not even bother 
to seek election in a significant part of the country.  I remind it that we have bigger fish to fry 
at this time, on which all of our minds should be focused.  We are mandated not to take seats at 
Westminster and, unlike other parties, will not break promises we give to the electorate.

On the situation in the North, one of the big things that has added to the tipping point has 
been the ongoing series of disrespectful words and also manifestations of disrespect from the 
DUP in recent months.  That is seen most acutely in its mistreatment, disregard and disrespect 
for the Irish language and the Irish speaking population.  I acknowledge that the Minister is 
due to make a statement on the North on Thursday, but as co-guarantors of the Good Friday 
Agreement and in this case the St. Andrew’s Agreement, the Irish speaking population in the 
North and the broader Nationalist family are extremely energised on this issue�  Ten years after 
the Agreement, Edwin Poots of the DUP, in a further indication of disrespect and disregard, 
is telling us that the DUP did not sign up to an Irish language Act as part of the St. Andrew’s 
Agreement.  The British Secretary of State, Mr. James Brokenshire, who recently told us that 
the British Government owned Lough Foyle in its entirety went on “Morning Ireland” today 
to say we needed to command cross-community confidence before we introduced an Irish lan-
guage Act�  They are already regressing and reversing the terms of the Agreement of ten years 
ago.  They are providing a cover for a Unionist veto on the issue.  Members, some responsibly 
and others irresponsibly, are pointing to the added crisis as a result of Brexit.  It is past time 
for the Government to cease being a hurler on the ditch.  It needs to step up, be proactive and 
engaged, not just with the British Government but also the population in the North.  This crisis 
has not fallen from the skies.  It has come as a result of ten years of disrespect.  The position 
has become intolerable in recent weeks and it is time all of us, collectively, told the DUP that 
the time for poking us in the eye is over and for us to tell the British Government that it can no 
longer provide political cover for it�

24/01/2017W00200Senator  Gerry Horkan: I wish everybody a happy new year and a very successful 2017.  
Many of us have been back for a number of weeks as we had committee meetings to attend last 
week and earlier today.  The finance committee raised the issue of the common consolidated 
corporate tax base, CCCTB, with the European Commissioner, Mr. Moscovici.  This House and 
the wider public need to be aware of the proposal and what it might mean.  We must be vigilant 
in protecting Irish interests�

24/01/2017W00300An Cathaoirleach: At first I thought the Senator was talking about CCTV cameras.

24/01/2017W00400Senator  Gerry Horkan: No, it is not that, a Chathaoirligh, but the common consolidated 
corporate tax base�  A total of 80% of corporation tax receipts is coming from multinationals�  
We need to protect the tax base.  It is what keeps the lights on and the country running.  It is a 
very significant part of the overall revenue stream and we must be vigilant in how the CCCTB 
will develop.

I echo the concerns of other speakers.  I welcome what the Minister for Housing, Planning, 
Community and Local Government has done for councillors, but I am concerned about the idea 
that 232 of 949, almost one quarter of councillors, including all 183 in Dublin, 31 in Cork city 
and another 18 in Galway city, will not receive the municipal district allowance.  My former 
local authority is Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council where we had two area committees 
with 20 members each.  These area committees were larger than many county councils through-
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out the country, for example, Sligo, Leitrim and Cavan in terms of numbers of members, and 
the chairperson received no allowance.  That was fine, but those chairing municipal district 
committees which had as few as six members were receiving an allowance of €6,000 a year for 
chairing them.  Equally, we are now being told that members of municipal district committees 
which account for about three quarters of councillors will receive an allowance.  They deserve 
the money, but I question the idea that councillors in Dublin city, Cork city and Galway city 
will not receive an allowance or recognition that they are working as hard as everybody else.  
In fact, it is often as a result of having better broadband that one tends to receive a lot more 
queries.  For that reason, more immediate responses are required.  Councillors in Dublin, Cork 
and Galway should be included in any measure introduced.  I do not believe it is appropriate to 
have a two-tier system for councillors.  I would like the Minister to come to the House to ad-
dress us on the issue�

24/01/2017W00500Senator  Frank Feighan: I congratulate and thank the Minister for Health for travelling to 
the United Kingdom to invite the European Medicines Agency to relocate to Ireland�  I remind 
the House that I was the first Member of the Oireachtas to mention that if Brexit occurred, 
700 to 900 jobs would leave Canary Wharf.  I called on him to bring these jobs to Carrick-on-
Shannon which I believe would be a great area to which to locate, but we must get them into 
Ireland first and then fight over where they should be located.

I, too, want to be associated with the remarks made about Mr. Martin McGuinness, whom I 
wish him.  He certainly made a difference in the history of the country.  He was in the vanguard 
in securing peace through the Good Friday Agreement.  I wish him well in everything he does.

I highlight the fact that on 4 February 100 years ago we had the famous election of the snows 
in Boyle, in north Roscommon, in which Count Plunkett was elected as the first Sinn Féin MP at 
Westminster.  He did not take his seat.  My grandfather, Mr. James Feely, who was a Sinn Féin 
councillor, a commander in the IRA and imprisoned and who subsequently joined An Garda 
Síochána was instrumental in that campaign.  We are very proud of this in Boyle, regardless of 
whether one supports Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael, Sinn Féin or any other party.  It is part of history.

With regard to the institutions, we must work together, North, South, east and west, to unite 
the people of Ireland because in terms of Brexit, we must examine all options.  More than nine 
months ago I called on us to consider aspects of association with the Commonwealth through 
sports, cultural, political and economic activities because this is the new dispensation.  We can-
not be defined by our narrow Nationalist or Unionist view.  This is an independent republic, of 
which I am very proud, but we must examine all possibilities to secure the best option for the 
people of Ireland and our near neighbours in the United Kingdom�

24/01/2017X00200Senator  Paul Gavan: Belatedly, I wish everybody a very happy new year.  

I express my disappointment at the contribution made by our colleague, Senator Kevin 
Humphreys, whom I respect immensely.  I do not know what it is about the Labour Party, but it 
has never really got the North.  I do not know whether it is the legacy of Conor Cruise O’Brien, 
but it is a pity because we have a good platform in so many areas on which we agree.  However, 
it is a shame there is not that understanding.  For our part, our socialism does not stop at the 
Cavan border�

I refer to Bus Éireann.  I was at a meeting with union officials in the past hour.  The situa-
tion is extremely serious.  I want to point to how we have got to where we are.  The Fine Gael 
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2011 manifesto states: “We will completely overhaul the bus market in Ireland by introducing 
competitive tendering for all bus routes in the country as soon as practicably possible”�  Un-
fortunately, it is an issue of ideology; it has not come about by accident.  Fine Gael has been in 
government for the past six years.  That is why Bus Éireann is in the current mess.  It is a combi-
nation of ideological commitment to competition at the cost of rural communities coupled with 
a refusal to consider the issue of public service obligations.  I agree with Senator Michelle Mul-
herin that the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport must come into the House, but, with all 
due respect, the Members opposite are in government.  As he is their Minister, they should sort 
it out.  The top wage for a driver after 20 years of service is €624.  The solution which was given 
to us at our meeting is to put in place a sectoral employment order to have a level playing field 
on wages, whether it is in a private or a State operator.  As our colleague, the Leader, is a good 
union man, I ask that, in addition to inviting the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport to 
come to the House, he might also commit to the reasonable proposal that we establish a sectoral 
employment order to protect decent bus workers who have given a lifetime of service but who 
are facing the prospect of ruin, unless the Minister acts.

24/01/2017X00300Senator  Paddy Burke: I, too, support the comments made about the former deputy First 
Minister of Northern Ireland, Mr. Martin McGuinness, and wish him well in his retirement.

I support Senators Michelle Mulherin and Victor Boyhan in inviting the Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Shane Ross, to come to the House to address the issues they 
raised but also the increased number of pedestrians who have been killed on the roads, as well 
as the increased number of cycling accidents.  The Minister for Communications, Climate Ac-
tion and Environment, Deputy Denis Naughten, was recently involved in a cycling accident.  
There has been a huge increase in the numbers of people walking, cycling and engaging in other 
forms of exercise.  I constantly see people walking and cycling along various routes, but for 
the life of me I cannot understand how they are allowed to cycle along national primary routes.  
One regularly sees people cycling in the hard shoulder of such routes, but doing so should be 
outlawed completely.  The relevant Minister should attend the House to discuss the increase in 
the number of accidents, particularly involving pedestrians and cyclists.  The Minister should 
also give an overview of what the Government and the Department are doing on the issue of 
driverless cars which are not that far from being introduced in many countries.  We need to plan 
for the driverless car era.  To be honest, it will be a welcome addition in rural areas where it 
might be the only thing to revitalise rural pubs.  In that way, people could be driven home after 
having a few jars at night-time.

24/01/2017Y00200Senator  James Reilly: I also offer my best wishes to Mr. Martin McGuinness, a man I al-
ways found to be affable.  He clearly was very able and served his community extremely well.  
We all hope he will recover soon.

I agree with Senator Paddy Burke on people walking and cycling along main roads.  I do not 
necessarily want to ban cyclists from using national routes, but we need to promote safer ways 
for people to travel.  We also want to encourage them to exercise to tackle the national obesity 
problem.  There are opportunities all over the country to provide safe cycleways and paths.  Par-
ents should be able to bring their children out safely, but there are many roads in north County 
Dublin on which parents could not possibly allow their kids to cycle, but there is a wonderful 
opportunity in Fingal to do so on an excellent facility along the coastal route from Portmarnock 
and Malahide to Rush, Skerries and Balbriggan.

I wish to address an issue that was raised by the Leader of the Opposition.  I congratulate 
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members of An Garda Síochána on their great work in breaking up the ring which clearly had an 
international component, the members of which were smuggling illegals into the country.  The 
actions of the few in no way reflect the excellent work done by the thousands of people who 
work in Dublin Airport and for Aer Lingus.  

Brexit was mentioned.  In that context, I commend the Minister for Health for trying to 
bring the European Medicines Agency to Ireland.  If those involved would find the journey to 
Carrick-on-Shannon a little long, they could always stay in Fingal where the Dublin Airport 
Authority has great plans to develop its lands as a business park.  One small example of the 
opportunities Brexit could bring involves Kelloggs which has an operation in Swords where it 
employs 300 people.  It sells its product worldwide, including into the European Union, as well 
as to South Africa, Australia and elsewhere.  On a positive note, while I know that people are 
concerned about Brexit, we must also keep looking at the opportunities that may be available 
to us�

I again congratulate An Garda Síochána on its great work.

24/01/2017Y00300An Cathaoirleach: Before calling on the Leader to respond, I also convey my good wishes 
to Mr. Martin McGuinness in his recuperation and wish him a pleasant retirement.  It is a loss 
that he never visited Seanad Éireann.  We had anticipated that he would attend the House before 
the month was out, following approaches made to his office by my predecessor, Senator Paddy 
Burke, in the last Seanad.  The reason it did not happen was that it was presumed and hoped by 
the Committee on Procedure and Privileges that the First Minister and the deputy First Minister 
would both attend.  However, there was a reticence on the part of the First Minister to do so.  
The Committee on Procedure and Privileges then suggested and agreed that Mr� Martin Mc-
Guinness would address the House.  It is a great loss to the Seanad and the Oireachtas generally 
that the address did not happen as he would have shared a lot of views and we would have had 
the opportunity to ask many important questions.  That has passed and I wish him the best of 
luck in his retirement.

24/01/2017Z00200Senator  Jerry Buttimer: As Leader of the House, I pay tribute to a former Member, Dr. T. 
K. Whitaker, and express my condolences to his family on his passing since the House last met.  
He played a huge role in building a modern Ireland�  It is appropriate and important that I pay 
tribute to him on behalf of all Members of the House and sympathise with his family on their 
recent bereavement.  He was a statesman and a state builder.  In time we will have expressions 
of sympathy, but it is important on our first day back to sympathise with his family and pay 
tribute to him for his legacy and the work he did in building a modern Ireland.

I join the many Members who paid tribute to the deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland, 
Mr. Martin McGuinness, who has announced his intention to step down.  As Leader of the 
House, I join the Cathaoirleach in lamenting the fact that we will not have the opportunity to 
have him in the House to listen to and engage with him not only on Brexit but also on the future 
direction of the island.  It is important to wish him well in his recovery from ill health and thank 
him for the role he has played in bringing an end to paramilitary violence and building a solu-
tion to events in the North.  It is fair to say we would not have had a peace process without him.  
I thank him and his family for his work.  We may disagree with some of his past actions, but as 
a Member of the Northern Ireland Assembly, he was instrumental and a key, pivotal and monu-
mental figure in the building of a peace process based on the Good Friday Agreement which he 
helped to negotiate.  I wish the new leader of Sinn Féin in the North, Ms Michelle O’Neill, well 
in her job and hope she will play a positive role.
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It is regrettable that we are in an election cycle in the North.  Those of us who watch events 
recognise that it could have been avoided.  It is a pity that we have an election and I hope all 
of the parties will not play the political card, green, white or orange, but rather will play the 
card of community to build on the Good Friday Agreement, to the implementation of which the 
Government, like the last one, is committed.  Senators Michael McDowell and James Reilly are 
former Ministers who engaged in North-South ministerial contact and played roles in different 
ways.  It is incumbent on all of us who are custodians of politics to play a role in continuing to 
build on the political goodwill that has been achieved and the changes that have happened.  I do 
not want to be divisive, but I note that the comments made by Senator Niall Ó Donnghaile about 
Senator Kevin Humphreys and the Labour Party were not helpful.  Such partisanship does not 
help.  Therefore, I ask the Senator to cast his mind back to the role played by Mr. Dick Spring 
in the building of the Anglo-Irish Agreement and in government with Fianna Fáil in the lead-up 
to the Good Friday Agreement and beyond�  We must recognise that all political parties have a 
role to play.  I very much hope we will not go down the road taken by the Senator.

Many Members spoke and some themes emerged.  Senators Rose Conway-Walsh, Kevin 
Humphreys, Jennifer Murnane O’Connor, Ned O’Sullivan and Denis Landy referred to the 
launch yesterday of the action plan for rural Ireland.  I heard Senator Rose Conway-Walsh on 
radio yesterday.  It is important to welcome the fact that an action plan with 275 action points 
has been put in place.  Senator Michelle Mulherin has left the Chamber, but at meetings of the 
Fine Gael Parliamentary Party in the past five years she called weekly for an action plan for 
rural Ireland.  Following on from her interview yesterday, Senator Rose Conway-Walsh should 
listen to Mr. Pat Spillane.  We now have an action plan which involves a whole-of-government 
approach�  It is a plan for investing and reinvigorating the fabric of rural Ireland�  It contains 
275 action points.  Not even Sinn Féin can disagree that the Action Plan for Jobs was a success.  
Unemployment is at its lowest level in a decade.  There are now more people back at work.  
The Government is aiming to create jobs to have 135,000 people back at work in rural Ireland 
by 2020 in the towns and villages about which Senator Rose Conway-Walsh speaks every day.  
The action plan is about developing primary care services and supporting rural postal offices 
and education services.  It is also about supporting over 4,000 community projects, in addition 
to putting in place the building blocks to work with and improve the Leader programme and the 
rural development programme.  It is also about investing.  A total of €37 million will be invested 
under the village and town renewal scheme, while €275 million will be invested in broadband 
provision, the very thing we need in rural Ireland.  A total of €4 billion will be invested in de-
veloping and enhancing the rural development programme between 2014 and 2020, while €250 
million will be allocated to the Leader programme.  

The aim is improve life in rural Ireland.  It is a tangible list of projects that can be measured 
and delivered.  Rather than lamenting that it has taken until now to have an action plan, Mem-
bers should remember that we have been through the worst recession in the history of the coun-
try when there was no money available.  The previous Government was able to put in place the 
foundations and the economy is now doing better such that we can invest in the very fabric of 
society in rural Ireland.  I hope Members will welcome the action plan for rural Ireland which 
has been built on five pillars: creating sustainable communities; supporting enterprise and em-
ployment; maximising rural tourism and recreation potential; fostering culture and creativity in 
rural communities; and improving rural infrastructure and connectivity.  This is a plan that will 
deliver for rural Ireland.  It deserves to be worked on and a chance to be implemented.  People 
can then come back and review and critique it.  If it has not worked, let us have another one, but 
let us not come here and engage in old politics where we criticise the Government for investing 
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in the development of rural Ireland�  

Senators Gerard P. Craughwell, Rose Conway-Walsh, Victor Boyhan, Paddy Burke, Colm 
Burke, James Reilly, Paul Gavan, Niall Ó Donnghaile and Kevin Humphreys all paid tribute to 
Mr. Martin McGuinness, for which I thank them.  I wish all those running for election in North-
ern Ireland well and thank those who are stepping down.  I pay tribute to Ms Caitríona Ruane 
who is stepping down.  I got to know her at the Constitutional Convention and we became good 
friends.  I wish her well and thank her for the service she has given, with all of the Members of 
the Northern Ireland Assembly who are stepping down.  

Senators Catherine Ardagh and James Reilly referred to the Garda operation at Dublin Air-
port yesterday.  It is important that we congratulate An Garda Síochána on the role it played in 
targeting illegal immigration and people smuggling at the airport�  The Senators are correct to 
raise the issue of security and highlight the importance of securing all airports�  It is important 
that we commend An Garda Síochána and work to ensure immigration officers at Dublin Air-
port who process about 50 million passengers every year will be resourced and that there will be 
constant vigilance to ensure safety and security at airports and ports�  This is an evolving issue�  
I know that people are before the courts today, but it is important to commend those involved 
in the Garda operation and thank them for the role they played and the work they did yesterday.  

Senators Gerard P. Craughwell and Catherine Ardagh raised the issue of Brexit.  I will not 
be accepting the amendment proposed, not because I do not want to but because the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs and Trade will be coming to the House this week to discuss matters pertain-
ing to the issues raised�  The Committee on Procedure and Privileges is progressing Senator 
Michael McDowell’s proposal of a motion on how this Chamber can play a role and influence 
the stance on Brexit.  To respond to Senator Gerard P. Craughwell’s comments on the role of 
the Government, it is worth noting that it has been preparing for Brexit for over 18 months.  
Part of the difficulty is that it is an issue which is evolving, a term I used earlier.  The Supreme 
Court in the United Kingdom decided by eight votes to three to refer the matter back to the UK 
Parliament.  It is about prioritising what is best for us, regardless of whether it is a hard or a 
soft Brexit.  The important point is we should take an island approach and that people on both 
sides of the island should work to protect our interests.  To be fair, the Taoiseach and the Gov-
ernment are doing so.  The Taoiseach has engaged with a host of leaders throughout Europe in 
promulgating and advocating on behalf of Ireland and prioritising our national interests�  As a 
consequence, he has made European leaders much better informed of the challenges and threats 
to us as a country and Ireland’s position.  In the coming weeks in Warsaw he will meet the Brit-
ish Prime Minister, Mrs. Theresa May, who is travelling to Washington DC on Friday.  I hope 
she will not take an insular approach to her meeting with President Trump and that she will use 
it to outline to him that the devolved assemblies in Northern Ireland and Scotland must also 
have a role to play�  

We all wish the United Kingdom was not leaving the European Union.  The Taoiseach is the 
line Minister responsible.  Many have jumped on the bandwagon and argued that there should 
be a specific and specialised Brexit ministry.  The Government is taking an holistic approach.  
The Taoiseach has strengthened his Department and the Minister of State, Deputy Dara Mur-
phy, and the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deputy Charles Flanagan, are playing a 
role.  It is important that we continue to keep a watchful eye on events which are evolving.  In 
saying that, it is important that Ireland play a strong role in the European Union and that our 
voice be heard.  That is why the Minister, Deputy Charles Flanagan, will be before the House 
this week.
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Senators Colm Burke, Frank Feighan and James Reilly made reference to relocating the 
European Medicines Agency to Ireland.  Senator Frank Feighan deserves praise for being the 
first to mention the issue, while the Minister for Health, Deputy Simon Harris, deserves credit 
for making an attempt to bring the agency to Ireland.  Nine of the top ten pharmaceutical com-
panies are located in County Cork.  As a Corkman, like Senator Colm Burke and the Cathao-
irleach, I hope it will be the location chosen for the agency, given that we already have located 
in it the Tyndall Institute, University College Cork and Cork Institute of Technology which play 
a strong role in research and innovation in the region�

24/01/2017BB00200Senator  Gerry Horkan: Nice try�

24/01/2017BB00300Senator  Jerry Buttimer: We can discuss later where the agency should be situated in 
Ireland, but the important point is that the Minister for Health has made an attempt to have it 
located here�

24/01/2017BB00400Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: It will probably be located in County Wicklow.

24/01/2017BB00500Senator  Jerry Buttimer: I forgot to mention that on 9 February the Minister for Arts, 
Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, Deputy Heather Humphreys, will come to the 
House to discuss the action plan for rural development�

Senators Jennifer Murnane O’Connor, Máire Devine, Denis Landy, Aidan Davitt, Gerry 
Horkan and Victor Boyhan spoke about councillors’ pay and the decision made yesterday by the 
Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, Deputy Simon Coveney.  
The announcement made means that for the first time in 15 years a Minister has done something 
about the pay and conditions of local authority members�

24/01/2017BB00600Senator  Michael McDowell: What about the Minister for Social Protection, Deputy Leo 
Varadkar?

24/01/2017BB00700Senator  Jerry Buttimer: It is important to recognise that decision�  The days of the Pro-
gressive Democrats are over�

24/01/2017BB00800Senator  Michael McDowell: Do not forget the Minister, Deputy Leo Varadkar.

24/01/2017BB00900Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: Let us not forget him�  That is not fair�

24/01/2017BB01000Senator  Jerry Buttimer: It is not Harney versus McDowell, with O’Malley and Cox.  We 
will not go down that road, although we could play that game, too.  Seriously, it is an important 
point.  An attempt has been made by the Minister, Deputy Simon Coveney, to improve the terms 
and conditions of councillors�

24/01/2017BB01100Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: Tell that to city councillors in Galway and Cork.

24/01/2017BB01200Senator  Aidan Davitt: And in Dublin�

24/01/2017BB01300Senator  Jerry Buttimer: Let me finish, please.  We read Senator Gerard P. Craughwell’s 
pronouncements during the Christmas holiday period.  Will he, please, allow me a chance to 
respond?

24/01/2017BB01400Senator Aidan Davitt: He had to raise the issue�

24/01/2017BB01500Senator  Jerry Buttimer: I know.
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24/01/2017BB01600An Cathaoirleach: Please allow the Leader to respond because he might actually answer 
the queries Senators have in their heads�

24/01/2017BB01700Senator  Michael McDowell: What about the Minister, Deputy Leo Varadkar?

24/01/2017BB01800Senator  Jerry Buttimer: He helped on the issue of class K PRSI.  The Minister has written 
to the CEOs of the councils-----

24/01/2017BB01900Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The Leader is covering all bases�

24/01/2017BB02000Senator  Jerry Buttimer: These are the Members who come into the House week after 
week stamping, shouting and roaring about councillors’ pay and conditions.

(Interruptions).

24/01/2017CC00200Senator  Jerry Buttimer: Suddenly, when something starts to happen, we get the opposite.

24/01/2017CC00300Senator  Máire Devine: No, please rephrase that.

24/01/2017CC00500Senator  Denis Landy: The Leader is leaving someone out�

24/01/2017CC00600Senator  Jerry Buttimer: My apologies�  I omitted to mention the Senator�

24/01/2017CC00700Senator  Denis Landy: I said we wanted more than a bag of sweets for councillors.

24/01/2017CC00800Senator  Jerry Buttimer: Please let me finish.

24/01/2017CC00900An Cathaoirleach: Please allow the Leader to finish.

24/01/2017CC01000Senator  Jerry Buttimer: The Senators are great at playing to the gallery, but when Deputy 
Alan Kelly was Minister, they did nothing.

24/01/2017CC01100Senator  Denis Landy: Fine Gael blocked him.

24/01/2017CC01200Senator  Jerry Buttimer: We did not�

24/01/2017CC01300An Cathaoirleach: The Leader is also transgressing�

24/01/2017CC01400Senator  Jerry Buttimer: I know.

24/01/2017CC01500An Cathaoirleach: The Leader should confine himself to the points raised on the Order of 
Business�

24/01/2017CC01600Senator  Jerry Buttimer: The Minister has written to the CEOs of councils.  There will be 
regulations which will come into effect from 1 July.  We will, therefore, have an opportunity 
to debate the matter again.  I will finish on this point.  I heard Senator Aidan Davitt’s remarks 
in opposing the measure.  This is the first time in 15 years that anything has been done for 
councillors.  I accept that Senators have an issue with the anomaly which affects city council-
lors, in particular, in that they do not necessarily cover municipal areas under the terms of the 
electoral-----

24/01/2017CC01700Senator  Aidan Davitt: That was my point.

24/01/2017CC01800Senator  Jerry Buttimer: I accept the point, but the Minister will be before us again and we 
will have an opportunity to try to effect change quietly, calmly and under the radar, as opposed 
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to shouting, roaring and writing populist material.

24/01/2017CC01900Senator  Frank Feighan: Correspondence has been sent already�

(Interruptions).

24/01/2017CC02100Senator  Jerry Buttimer: We are discussing our electorate, but I encourage Senators not to 
play politics and hype expectations and demand.  Sinn Féin Members have changed their terms 
and conditions and given themselves more money, on which we congratulate them.  I say, “Well 
done,” to them.

(Interruptions).

24/01/2017CC02500An Cathaoirleach: I thought the Leader said he was wrapping up.

24/01/2017CC02600Senator  Jerry Buttimer: I have still a long way to go.  Many points were made by Sena-
tors�

On the matter raised by Senators Máire Devine, Catherine Noone and Michelle Mulherin, I 
congratulate Senator Máire Devine on conducting the awareness campaign.  I apologise for not 
being able to attend.  As a former Chairman of the Joint Committee on Health, what she-----

24/01/2017CC02700Senator  Máire Devine: It was well attended.

24/01/2017CC02800Senator  Jerry Buttimer: Unfortunately, I had other meetings to attend.  What the Sena-
tor has done today in Leinster House and, I hope, beyond is raise awareness of the importance 
of screening for cervical cancer.  As Senator Catherine Noone rightly stated, it is treatable and 
screening can prevent deaths.  I thank the Senators for their efforts and hope we will have a 
cross-party group in the House to raise issues to do with health and well-being.  The matter 
raised today has touched the lives of many of our family members and friends�  We must at all 
times be vigilant and work to prevent it.

Senator Paul Coghlan referred to vulture funds�  I agree that their representatives should 
appear before the relevant Oireachtas committee�  I support the Senator in that regard�  Perhaps 
we might take up the matter with the Committee on Procedure and Privileges.

Senator Aidan Davitt mentioned Pope Francis�  It is probably a matter for the Committee on 
Procedure and Privileges.  Perhaps the Senator might submit it for consideration and, as Chair-
man, the Cathaoirleach can put it on the agenda.

Senators Victor Boyhan, Paddy Burke and James Reilly raised the issue of road safety.  I 
will be happy to have the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Shane Ross, at-
tend the House to debate it. On a general note, it is important that we have leadership from the 
Department, the National Transport Authority and the Garda in resourcing the traffic corps to 
enhance road safety�  We should continue to provide extra resources in that regard�

Senators Michelle Mulherin, Paul Gavan and Paddy Burke referred to the Minister, Deputy 
Shane Ross, in the context of Bus Éireann.  There are ongoing issues in that regard that do not 
concern Fine Gael policy, despite Senator Paul Gavan’s allusion.  They date from long before 
then�  The Government’s priority is to ensure commuters have access to the best quality public 
transport service�

24/01/2017CC02900Senator  Paul Gavan: The Government does not invest in it�
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24/01/2017CC03000Senator  Jerry Buttimer: That is about frequency, choice of routes and investment.  The 
Labour Court has extended an offer of talks to the unions in Bus Éireann and I hope they will 
engage.  The acting CEO of Bus Éireann will appear before the Oireachtas transport committee 
tomorrow.  As we have seen in the past, a resolution can be reached through engagement, con-
sultation and discussion such that the public will not be discommoded, jobs can be saved and 
we will have a viable Bus Éireann into the future.  That is what we all want.

Senator Gerry Horkan referred to the common consolidated corporate tax base, CCCTB, 
about which he made a very good point which was lost on some Members that 80% of corpo-
ration tax was paid by multinationals.  It is incumbent on us to be careful and vigilant in that 
regard.  I will be happy to invite the Minister of State, Deputy Eoghan Murphy, or the Minister 
for Finance, Deputy Michael Noonan, to come to the House to discuss the issue.

Senator Frank Feighan spoke about the historic election 100 years ago of Crown Plunkett in 
Boyle, County Roscommon.  I hope the cross-party initiative to which the Senator referred can 
continue in the new modern Ireland.  

I have responded on the issue raised by Senator Paddy Burke.

I advise Members that on 9 February the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and 
Gaeltacht Affairs, Deputy Heather Humphreys, will be in the House to discuss the rural de-
velopment plan and that the Minister of State, Deputy Seán Kyne, will be here on Thursday, 2 
February, for statements on the Irish language.

24/01/2017DD00200An Cathaoirleach: Senator Gerard P. Craughwell has proposed an amendment to the Order 
of Business: “That the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade be asked to come to the House 
today�”  Is the Senator pressing his amendment?

24/01/2017DD00300Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I do not want to play politics on the issue, but I want the 
Leader to inform the Minister that the ruling today by the Supreme Court in the United King-
dom is a game-changer in the context of Brexit, one that will have to be discussed on Thursday.  
In view of the Leader’s response, I will withdraw the amendment.

Order of Business agreed to�

24/01/2017DD00500Adoption (Amendment) Bill 2016: Second Stage

Question proposed: “That the Bill be now read a Second Time.”

24/01/2017DD00700Minister for Children and Youth Affairs  (Deputy  Katherine Zappone): I am pleased 
to be before the House for the Second Stage debate on the Adoption (Amendment) Bill 2016�  
I look forward to engaging in debate with Senators as the Bill proceeds through the various 
Stages�

As Senators will be aware, the Bill provides for a number of significant changes to adop-
tion legislation arising from the children’s rights referendum which was held in 2012 and the 
outcome of which was given effect in legislation in 2015.  The children’s rights referendum 
resulted in the insertion of Article 42A into the Constitution which provided that children had 
constitutional rights and protections and that the State had to vindicate these rights�  The pri-
mary purpose of the Bill is to give legislative effect to Article 42A, specifically in adoption 
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procedures.  The Bill provides that all children are now eligible for adoption, regardless of the 
marital status of their parents�  It also provides for ensuring the best interests of the child and 
his or her views will be at the heart of adoption proceedings before the authority or the courts.

The Bill amends the Adoption Act 2010 and repeals Part 11 of the Children and Family 
Relationships Act 2015.  The provisions in Part 11 of the 2015 Act, allowing for cohabiting 
couples and civil partners to adopt, have been brought forward in the Bill to ensure they are 
encompassed in primary adoption legislation�

The Bill also contains new provisions that provide for step-parent adoption without the 
requirement for the other parent to adopt his or her own child.  The legislation will introduce 
many significant substantive changes to adoption, as well as technical changes.  

As Senators will be aware, adoption is, first and foremost, a child welfare measure that 
encompasses a child’s well-being, happiness and health.  Often when one hears the word “wel-
fare”, it is associated with adults in difficult circumstances, etc.  In this case, adoption is a child 
well-being measure with the aim of providing a new family and home for a child who cannot be 
cared for by his or her parents.  Adoption is a hugely significant event in the life of a child, one 
that has life-long implications for him or her and his or her family�  An adoption order ends the 
legal link - there are others - between the child and his or her parents or guardians and transfers 
parental rights, responsibilities and duties to the adoptive parents.  This process is aimed at en-
suring the child is provided with a secure and permanent family unit.  Given the life-changing 
legal implications of adoption, it is essential that the best interests of the child remain central 
to the adoption process.  The amendments I brought forward in the Dáil will further strengthen 
procedures in this regard�

I will refer to the proposed amendment brought forward in the Dáil by Deputy Donnchadh 
Ó Laoghaire on the adoption of a person over the age of 18 years�  I understand the intention 
of his proposal was to allow for the adoption of a person who had begun but not completed the 
adoption process before turning 18 years.  I am not aware of specific cases in that regard.  I un-
derstand both the Adoption Authority and the Child and Family Agency, Tusla, prioritise cases 
in circumstances such as this.  However, in the course of debating the issue a number of Depu-
ties raised concerns that while it might not have happened to date, it could happen in the future.  
Therefore, they called for procedures to be strengthened.  Having given careful consideration 
to the concerns raised, I requested the Adoption Authority to prepare a proposal, in consulta-
tion with the Child and Family Agency, for inclusion in its business plan to address the issue.  
The Bill is about a child’s welfare, well-being, happiness and encouraging care in the context 
of loving circumstances, which are all good, when difficulties or circumstances arise or there is 
trauma, neglect or lack of care.  This is a significant and a very good Bill that will no doubt be 
improved in this debate�  

I will address specific provisions.  As I said, the primary purpose of the Bill is to give leg-
islative effect to the 31st amendment to the Constitution following the children’s rights refer-
endum�

Section 1 provides that the principal Act means the Adoption Act 2010�  Section 2 provides 
for the repeal of section 24 of the Adoption Act 2010 and Part 11 of the Children and Family 
Relationships Act 2015�  The repeal of section 24 is consequential on the inclusion of section 
12 of the Bill which inserts a new section 23 into the 2010 Act.  Section 2 also provides for 
the repeal of Part 11 of the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015 and the insertion of 
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the contents of its provisions, amended as required, into the Adoption (Amendment) Bill.  As I 
said, this ensures provisions allowing for the adoption of a child by civil partners or cohabiting 
couples will form part of primary adoption legislation.  Again, it is a significant measure.  

Section 3 of the Bill amends section 3 of the 2010 Act to provide for the insertion of defini-
tions of various terms in the Bill�

Section 4 amends section 4 of the 2010 Act to replace the term “birth parents” with “par-
ents” with regard to references to making arrangements for adoption.  We are all so aware that 
language is powerful and this language change reflects a cultural change.

  Section 5 amends section 12 of the 2010 Act by including the terms “mother” and “father” 
in the definition of “guardian” in the context of visits and inquiries pertaining to adoptions.  

  Section 6 amends section 16 of the 2010 Act and replaces the term “father” with “relevant 
non-guardian” in order that each person who is included in the definition of relevant non-guard-
ian may give notice of his or her wish to be consulted on an application for an adoption order 
by a mother, step-parent or relative of a child.

  Section 7 replaces the term “father” with “relevant non-guardian” in section 17 of the 2010 
Act in order that each person who is included in the definition of relevant non-guardian is in-
cluded in the category of persons with whom consultation is required prior to the placement of 
a child for adoption.  As the term “relevant non-guardian” has been widened, within each case 
we need to insert it as distinct from the term “father”.  

  Section 8 is another example as it substitutes section 18 of the 2010 Act to replace the 
term “father” with “relevant non-guardian”.  In this case the section sets out the circumstances 
wherein the authority may, with the approval of the High Court, authorise the placing of a child 
for adoption and dispense with the requirement for consultation with the child’s “relevant non-
guardian”�

  Section 9 amends section 19 of the 2010 Act by substituting a new section 19 to reflect 
Article 42A of the Constitution and to provide that in any matter, application or proceedings 
under the 2010 Act before the Adoption Authority of Ireland or any court, the authority or the 
court, as the case may be, shall have regard to the best interests of the child as the paramount 

consideration in the resolution of such matter, application or proceedings.  The 
section also provides that in the resolution of any matter, application or proceed-
ings referred to in the section, the authority or court, as the case may be, shall, in 

respect of any child who is capable of forming his or her own views, ascertain those views and 
such views shall be given due weight having regard to the age and maturity of the child.

  I brought forward an amendment in the Dáil to strengthen the provisions of the new sec-
tion 19 of the 2010 Act in enabling the views of the child to be heard in matters or proceedings 
to determine his or her best interests.  The new section details the factors and circumstances 
relevant to the child that the authority or court shall regard in determining the child’s best in-
terests in any matter, application or proceeding before them.  One can imagine a child whose 
universe includes parents, prospective adoptive parents, a guardian or guardians and relevant 
non-guardians.  In that context, it is very important to ensure the best interests of the child 
in that circle are considered and that his or her views are heard and given due weight.  The 
amendment came about as a result of engagement in the Dáil and many Opposition requests 
that a more substantive provision be included in the Bill�  The factors to be considered include 

5 o’clock
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the child’s age; the physical, psychological and emotional needs of the child; the likely effect 
of adoption on the child; the child’s views on his or her proposed adoption; the child’s social, 
intellectual and educational needs; the child’s upbringing and care; the child’s relationship with 
his or her parent, guardian or relative, as the case may be and; any other particular circumstance 
pertaining to the child concerned�  

  The amendments I brought forward in the Dáil also provide for the making of regulations 
to prescribe the procedures under which the authority or court best ascertain and give due 
weight to the views of the child.  This will include procedures to enable a child to present his or 
her views, in person or in writing and to nominate an appropriate person to present the child’s 
views, as well as the procedures that are to apply to any consultation by the authority or court 
with the child or appropriate person.  I intend to enter into a consultation process with children 
before the drafting of these regulations�  This is the norm in the Department of Children and 
Youth Affairs on matters of such importance and I look forward to the results of that consulta-
tion�  Section 10 amends section 20 of the 2010 Act to enable the Adoption Authority of Ireland 
to make an adoption order in respect of civil partners or a couple who have been cohabiting for 
over three years if they have been assessed as eligible and suitable to adopt�  This represents a 
big change.  It also provides for an inter-country adoption undertaken outside the State to be 
recognised where the adopting couple are civil partners or cohabitants who have cohabited to-
gether for over three years�

  Section 11 amends section 21 of the 2010 Act by substituting a new subsection (2) to pro-
vide that the Child and Family Agency shall give notice of discontinuance of adoption proceed-
ings to the authority, to any adoption committee concerned, to the mother or any other guardian 
and to each relevant non-guardian of a child�  

  Section 12 amends section 23 of the 2010 Act to extend the eligibility for adoption to any 
child residing in the State who is under the age of 18 years and has been in the care of the ap-
plicants for the prescribed period�  The section also deletes the reference to the eligibility for 
adoption in respect of a child who is an “orphan” - I wonder when was the last time Members 
heard that word - or who is “born of parents not married to each other”.  This is a very signifi-
cant change, reflecting how society has moved on.  The section also provides that a step-parent 
may adopt a child where that child has had a home with the child’s parent and step-parent for a 
continuous period of not less than two years at the date of the application for the adoption order.

  Section 13 amends section 30 of the 2010 Act to replace the term “father” with “relevant 
non-guardian” in order that all persons included in the definition of relevant non-guardian are 
persons with whom consultation is required under the section.  In the drafting of the Bill it was 
important to ensure clarity on whose consent would be required in the adoption process.  

  Section 14 amends section 31 of the 2010 Act by substituting a new section 31 to provide 
that in circumstances where a child has been placed with prospective adopters and where, prior 
to the final adoption order being made, a person whose consent to the making of the adoption 
order is necessary fails or refuses to give consent or withdraws consent already given, the ap-
plicants may apply to the High Court for an order giving custody of the child to the applicants 
for such period as the court may determine and authorising the authority to dispense with the 
consent to the making of an adoption order in favour of the applicants.  This is one of the many 
examples in the Bill of a thinking-through on the part of those drafting the Bill, in my Depart-
ment and the Office of the Attorney General, of the consequences of what is being written with 
the aim of ensuring the bests interests of the child are to the fore.  In these circumstances, the 
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section provides that the High Court shall have regard to the relationship between the child and 
the applicants, the child and his or her mother or guardian and the efforts made by any of those 
persons to develop or maintain such a relationship and any proposed arrangement of either the 
applicants and the mother or guardian for the future care of the child�  The section also provides 
that the High Court shall, in so far as is practicable, give due weight to the views of the child, 
having regard to his or her age and maturity�

  Section 15 amends section 32 of the 2010 Act to provide that the authority shall not make 
an adoption order in circumstances where the child, the applicant or applicants for an adoption 
order and every person whose consent to the adoption is required under section 26 of the 2010 
Act are not all of the same religion, if of any religion, unless every person whose consent is 
required to that adoption knows, when so consenting, the religion, if any, of the applicant or 
applicants�  

  Section 16 amends section 33 of the 2010 Act to provide that a couple who are civil part-
ners of each other, a cohabiting couple and a step-parent of a child are included in the categories 
of persons eligible to apply for an adoption order or for the recognition of an adoption order 
effected outside the State�  

  Section 17 amends section 34 of the 2010 Act to bring forward the provisions of section 
115 of the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015 into the Bill to provide that a couple 
who are civil partners of each other and a cohabiting couple are included in the categories of 
persons whose suitability for an adoption order or for the recognition of an adoption order ef-
fected outside the State must be satisfactory to the Adoption Authority of Ireland�

Section 18 amends section 37 of the 2010 Act to provide that civil partners, a cohabiting 
couple and a step-parent are included in the categories of persons who may apply to the Child 
and Family Agency for an assessment of eligibility and suitability�  

Section 19 amends section 38 of the 2010 Act by providing that the Child and Family 
Agency shall give notice of the discontinuance of an application for assessment under section 
37(1) to the authority, the adoption committee concerned, the mother or any other guardian of 
the child and to each relevant non-guardian�

Section 20 amends section 40 of the Act by providing that civil partners and a cohabiting 
couple are included in the categories of persons in whose favour the authority may issue a dec-
laration of eligibility and suitability.  There was a time when that was not the case.  Actually, 
there still is�  This change is only being introduced�

Section 21 brings the provisions of section 119 or the Children and Family Relationships 
Act 2015 into section 41 of the 2010 Act to provide that civil partners and a cohabiting couple 
are included in the categories of persons in whose favour the authority may extend the time 
period of the declaration of eligibility and suitability�  

Section 22 amends section 43 of the 2010 Act to provide that a relevant non-guardian is 
included in the category of persons entitled to be heard by the authority on the application for 
an adoption order, as well as any guardian.

Section 23 amends section 45 of the 2010 Act in order to clarify that a child who was ad-
opted may have a further adoption order made in respect of him or her and that, in those circum-
stances, the child shall be taken as the lawful child of the first-mentioned adopters.  
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 Section 24 amends section 54 of the Act to provide for revised criteria, under which the 
High Court may authorise the making of an adoption order without parental consent where a 
child’s parents have failed in their duty towards him or her.  This is significant.  Under the re-
vised criteria, the child must be in the custody of and have a home with the applicants for a con-
tinuous period of not less than 18 months and the High Court must be satisfied that the parents 
of the child have failed in their duty for a period of 36 months and that there is no reasonable 
prospect that the parents will be able to care for the child in a manner that will not prejudicially 
affect his or her safety or welfare.  These are heavy responsibilities.

Section 25 amends section 58 of the 2010 Act to provide that, upon an adoption order being 
made, an adopted child shall be considered, with regard to the rights and duties of parents and 
children in respect of one another, as the child of the adopter or adopters and that the child’s 
mother, guardian or relevant non-guardian shall lose all parental rights and be freed from paren-
tal duties in respect of the child�  

Section 26 inserts a new section 58A into the 2010 Act to provide that a child’s mother or 
guardian shall not lose all parental rights in respect of his or her child where the child is adopted 
by a step-parent.  The section provides that a child who is adopted by his or her step-parent 
shall, upon the making of an adoption order, be regarded as the child of that step-parent and the 
step-parent’s spouse, civil partner or cohabitant.  

Section 27 amends section 59 of the 2010 Act to replace the term “birth parents” with “par-
ents”�

Regarding property rights, section 28 provides that, for the purposes of section 60 of the 
2010 Act, an adopted person is to be regarded as the child of his or her adopter and not his or 
her pre-adoption parents�  

For the purposes of stamp duty chargeable on conveyances or transfers of land, section 29 
amends section 61 of the 2010 Act to provide that, subject to section 58A of the Act, an adopted 
person is regarded as the child of his or her adopter or adopters, not of any other person.

Section 30 amends section 62 of the 2010 Act on the ceasing of payments for the benefit of 
the child by a parent upon the making of an adoption order by replacing the term “birth parent” 
with “parent” in each place that it occurs.  

Sections 31 to 34, inclusive, amend sections 68, 69, 78 and 79 of the 2010 Act to replace the 
term “birth parent” with “person” to allow for circumstances where a person other than a birth 
parent may be required to consent to the making of the adoption order.  

Section 35 amends section 84 of the 2010 Act to provide that the entry of particulars in the 
Adopted Children Register are appropriate particulars in respect of the type of adoption con-
cerned�

Section 36 amends section 85 of the 2010 Act to provide that, in the case of a further adop-
tion, any reference to a previous adoption will be excluded in a copy or extract of the entry from 
the Adopted Children Register�  

Section 37 amends section 97 of the 2010 Act to provide that the term “father” is replaced 
with “relevant non-guardian” in order that the Adoption Authority, when making rules regard-
ing its procedures governing the consultation required with a person, shall include each person 
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who is included in the definition of “relevant non-guardian”.  

Section 38 amends section 125 of the 2010 Act to provide that a civil partner of a parent of 
a child and a cohabitant of a parent of a child are included in the categories of persons who are 
not precluded from giving or receiving a child for adoption�

Sections 39 and 40 amend sections 144 and 145 of the 2010 Act which relate to the prohi-
bition of certain advertisements for adoptions and the prohibition of making or receiving pay-
ments for adoption to clarify that the reference to a “guardian” in those sections is a reference 
to a “guardian” as defined in the Guardianship of Infants Act 1964.  

Section 41 amends Schedule 3 to the 2010 Act to provide that the term “marital status” is 
replaced with the term “civil status” and that the Schedule includes the required particulars for 
all adoptions, including the particulars of a person who is married to or in a civil partnership or 
cohabiting with the adopter.  

Section 42 is a standard provision setting out that sections of the Bill may be commenced by 
the Minister on a phased basis�

I look forward to hearing the opinions of Senators on the Bill and the important issues that 
they wish to address.  I commend the Bill to the House.

24/01/2017GG00200Senator  Lorraine Clifford-Lee: I welcome the Minister and thank her for her comprehen-
sive explanation of the Bill’s provisions.  Fianna Fáil welcomes the Bill, as it gives legislative 
effect to Article 42A which was inserted into the Constitution as a result of the children’s rights 
referendum�  Fianna Fáil supported the referendum and I engaged in a great deal of door-to-
door canvassing during it.  As such, I am delighted to see the Bill before the House.

The Bill requires the views of the child to be heard and given due weight in adoption cases.  
The Minister has comprehensively outlined the relevant provisions�  It removes a number of 
outdated anomalies, for example, that married parents may not voluntarily place their child for 
adoption and that a step-parent may not adopt a partner’s biological child without the partner 
also being required to adopt the child.  That is a welcome change.

In discussing the Bill it is important that we refer to the context, as well as the changing 
face of Irish families and society.  I will cite figures from the 2011 census.  More than 200,000 
households comprised lone parents; 17,378 one-parent households were living in multi-family 
arrangements, more than 49,000 households comprised cohabiting couples with children under 
15 years of age, while more than 4,000 same-sex couples were living together.  The Bill’s pro-
visions will assist the thousands of families who make up these statistics - the numbers have 
certainly increased since - and, importantly, give additional rights to children living in such 
households�

Regarding adoption in the case of parental failure, it is important that children in the care 
system not be allowed to drift and be given security.  The changes are welcome and sensible.  Of 
the 94 Irish adoptions that occurred in 2015, only 13 involved children in long-term foster care 
and most occurred when the children involved were approaching their 18th birthday.  That was 
unacceptable and could not be allowed to continue because those children had been deprived of 
security during their childhood.  All children deserve security, either with their biological fam-
ily or as part of a foster family�
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Approximately 600 children in full-time care come from families based on marriage�  The 
changes provided for in the Bill allow for the possibility that these children may be adopted, if 
circumstances allow.  That is welcome.

While we support the Bill, further legislation or guidelines are required to give full effect to 
Article 42A of the Constitution in adoption proceedings.  In particular, guidelines on best prac-
tice for courts in ascertaining the views of the child should be considered in line with the Law 
Reform Commission recommendations�  The guardian ad litem system must also be reformed�  
Fianna Fáil will shortly introduce legislation in the Dáil to give effect to these changes.

I recommend to the Minister that the grant for foster carers be extended to families who pro-
ceed to adopt a child they have been fostering�  The removal of this grant often acts as a barrier 
to adoption and in such circumstances only the child loses out.  I ask the Minister to consider 
extending the grant to families post-adoption�

24/01/2017HH00200Senator  Victor Boyhan: I welcome the Minister to discuss an issue that is close to my 
own heart.  The Bill which gives effect to constitutional provisions has been a long time com-
ing.  In 1992 Ireland ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.  In 2010 it passed 
the Adoption Act and subsequently ratified the Hague Convention on the protection of children 
and co-operation in respect of adoption.  In 2012 the Thirty-first Amendment to the Constitution 
(Children) Act was introduced and followed by a referendum on children’s rights.  We then had 
the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015.  At last, after this long journey, the Minister 
has introduced the Adoption (Amendment) Bill 2016�

Having grown up in a children’s orphanage in Dún Laoghaire where many hundreds of 
children lived, I have personal experience of this issue which I would like to share with the 
House.  I was only  a few days old when I entered the orphanage.  I lived there for sixteen and a 
half years, which is a long time.  I knew on the date of my seventh birthday that I would not be 
adopted because a family who wanted to adopt me and take me into their care were denied the 
opportunity to do so.  However, they continued to have a relationship and friendship with me 
that I cherish to this day.  From an experience such as this, one learns a few things and develops 
a great interest in this issue� 

The Bill recognises children as being at the centre of adoption�  We learned from the redress 
scheme and other stories that have been told of the great pain, anxiety, suffering and vulner-
ability of many children in care.  That was then, however.  Today many hundreds of children 
are in care, some of them for five, six or seven years.  These children must not be denied an 
opportunity to be fostered or adopted.  However, fostering and adoption are not for all children 
and good State care is sometimes the best option.  For that reason, a suite of opportunities must 
be available to suit the needs of each child and his or her particular needs

We must always recognise the heritage of children.  I got to know my parents and built re-
lationships with them, which I valued.  I am the youngest of seven children, all of whom were 
placed in care at different stages and in different institutions�  We are brothers and sisters and 
meet and celebrate as family�  I cherish and love this tradition�  Let us not lose sight of the fact 
that parents bring children into the world with good intentions and to love and care for them.  
They do not always want to abandon them, but circumstances visit this upon them.  The church 
visited it on some families and single parents.  Likewise, families have forced people to aban-
don their children for inheritance reasons or for land, farms or other circumstances.  That is the 
history of this issue and it is also my history and the reason I can discuss it�
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It is important that we encourage and acknowledge the birth mother and father because they 
also have a role to play.  We must not lose sight of the fact that they will experience terrible 
regret and loss.  At the same time, we must acknowledge what children want, namely, care, love 
and affection.  Regardless of whether it is two men, two women, a man and a woman or one 
person, provided they can nourish, cherish, love and encourage a child, they will be the answer.  
I salute the Minister because she has done a great deal of work in this area. 

When I was seven years old, I knew I could never be adopted because at the age of seven, 
we were told we would stay in the orphanage until we were 16 or 17 years or until we could 
hack it in the world.  That is what we did, but it is something no child should have to do.  I met 
children who returned from a fostering experience with terrible stories.  We must be careful 
about those to whom we foster children and those who are adopting children.  

The Bill is wonderful and I thank the Minister for the 42 points she brought us through to-
day.  However, it will all be meaningless if the necessary resources, including care packages, 
scrutiny and monitoring are not provided.  We need to ensure education, health services, care 
workers and advocates for children dovetail.  People talk about the need for advocacy.  Children 
need advocates.  I knew what I was doing at six or seven years of age, as did most other chil-
dren, and sometimes I was good, bad, wrong or manipulative.  It is important to have advocates 
for children who can represent them.  

A recent survey of care leavers shows that many of them would have liked the opportunity 
to have been adopted or fostered�  There are three or perhaps more options because not every-
thing fits together.  I spoke about the important role of the birth family.  How could anyone 
not support a Bill that allows married parents to place their children for adoption in certain 
circumstances?  I have received many nasty letters from people in recent days in which they 
refer to the suitability of people, the erosion of the powers of the family and the constitutional 
provisions that make family a very special place.  That is not right.  When children are shown 
love, care and support, they will flourish.  It is important that cohabiting couples, those in civil 
partnerships and anyone else who is suitable, caring and loving and can provide stability for 
children be allowed to do so.

I am convinced that the Minister has done an exceptional job in bringing her insight, knowl-
edge and experience to the Bill.  I feel this in every word she has written and spoken.  She is 
putting in place unique legislation and I am more than happy to support it�

24/01/2017HH00300Senator  Catherine Noone: I welcome the Minister and the Bill before the House.  I also 
commend Senator Victor Boyhan and thank him for sharing his personal experience.  I found 
his contribution very touching and feel like a bit of a bore speaking after him because what he 
had to say will be much more meaningful than the result of my examination of the Bill and 
some of its interesting provisions�

The Bill is the result of the referendum on children’s rights, which many of us will remem-
ber because in some ways it was sidelined by the referendum on Oireachtas inquiries held at 
the same time.  Certain referendums often receive greater emphasis on the day.  However, 
we cannot emphasise enough the importance of the provisions of the Bill.  This is open and 
forward-thinking legislation which provides a robust legislative basis for adoption.  I have some 
additional suggestions and comments which I will make before I conclude.

As the Minister stated, the primary purpose of the Bill is to give legislative effect to the 
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Thirty-first Amendment of the Constitution which inserted Article 42A into the Constitution.  It 
is welcome that the Bill treats all children equally, regardless of the marital status of their par-
ents, allows for married parents to consent to and voluntarily place their child for adoption and 
standardises the threshold to be met before an adoption order can be granted�  Other features of 
the Bill which I welcome relate to step-adoption and the extension of eligibility to adopt to civil 
partners and same-sex couples.  It is crucial that all aspects of family law keep up to date with 
different family formations, as Senator Lorraine Clifford-Lee stated.

The legislative changes arising from Article 42A of the Constitution and provided for in 
the Adoption (Amendment) Bill include providing that married couples may place a child for 
adoption on a voluntary basis in circumstances where both parents place the child for adoption 
and where both parents consent to the making of the adoption order.  It also provides for revised 
criteria in order that where an application to adopt is made in respect of a child in the custody 
of and who has had a home with the applicants for a period of at least 18 months and where the 
child’s parents have failed in their parental duty, as the Minister has discussed, the High Court 
may dispense with parental consent and authorise the Adoption Authority to make an adoption 
order in respect of that child�  The Bill also provides that the best interests of the child is the 
paramount consideration in respect of any matter�  In respect of applications or proceedings 
under the 2010 Act, the views of the child shall be ascertained by the Adoption Authority or the 
court, as the case may be, and given due weight having regard to his or her age and maturity.  

In addition to the legislative changes arising from the children’s rights referendum, the Bill 
also makes a number of other significant changes.  The Minister has spoken about each section, 
but I will discuss a few of the more significant changes this legislation will bring about.  Provi-
sions providing for the adoption of a child by civil partners and cohabiting couples are being 
made in the Bill by way of bringing forward the relevant section from Part 2 of the Children and 
Family Relationships Act 2015 into the Adoption (Amendment) Bill 2016.  It is welcome that 
Part 2 of the 2015 Act requires amendment in order to ensure the 2010 Act adequately protects 
the rights of those persons who consent to an adoption and generally ensures a robust legisla-
tive basis for an adoption.  This drafting approach will assist in achieving clarity and coherence 
in adoption legislation with the added benefit of providing for adoption law in adoption Acts.  

It is welcome that the Bill also provides for the adoption of a child by their step-parent 
without requiring the child’s other parent to adopt their own child.  Previously, if a step-parent 
wanted to adopt, both the child’s parent and the step-parent had to apply to adopt and the parent 
became an adoptive parent.  Under the Bill, the parent will continue to be a parent and the step-
parent will become an adoptive parent.  

Section 45 of the Adoption Act 2010 provides that where a child’s adoptive parents have 
died, a further adoption order may be made in respect of the child and that for the purposes of 
the order, the child should be taken to be the lawful child of the deceased adoptive parents.  It is 
welcome that the Bill amends section 45 of the Adoption Act 2010 to provide for this.  

Most importantly, in respect of the best interests and voice of the child, the Adoption (Amend-
ment) Bill amends section 19 of the Adoption Act 2010 to reflect the Thirty-first Amendment 
of the Constitution regarding the best interests of the child.  In determining what is in the best 
interests of the child, the authority or the court shall have regard to all of the factors or circum-
stances it considers relevant to the child who is the subject matter of an application or proceed-
ings concerned.  These include the child’s age and maturity; the physical, psychological and 
emotional needs of the child; the likely effect of adoption on the child; the child’s views on 
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his or her proposed adoption; the child’s social, intellectual and educational needs; the child’s 
upbringing and care and relationship with their parents; and any other circumstance pertaining 
to the child.  Regarding the voice of the child, the court or the authority will guarantee that in-
formed views are expressed.  We must ensure children are provided with clear explanations and 
information on adoption covering each individual stage of the adoption process� 

The Adoption (Information and Tracing) Bill 2016 is intended to facilitate access to adop-
tion information and provide a statutory basis for the provision of information on past and 
future adoptions.  It will provide clarity ib the information that can be provided and the circum-
stances in which it can be provided.  This provision is long overdue.  We must learn from the 
pitfalls of a closed adoption process that has long operated in Ireland and has posed countless 
problems for adopted people when gathering information on their origins.  

Is the Minister considering implementing a resourcing plan for this legislation, given that 
the number of adoptions that go through the Adoption Authority could dramatically increase?  
The Bill has further resource implications for Tusla.  As such, additional staff will be required 
to ensure all parties receive the best support possible�  Are these extra resources available?  This 
Bill provides that adoption now becomes a real option for some children in long-term care.  As 
such, it is imperative that judges be trained.  I feel passionate about this because I have spent 
time in family law courts.  As is always the way in a legal case, one is in the hands of the judge 
before which one appears.  If we are going to have more cases like that before the courts, it is 
important that training be provided because the decision is lifelong�  

From a practice perspective, there is an additional requirement of adoption and post-adop-
tion services for both sets of parents such as advice and counselling, as well as for the children 
and young people involved.  I commend the Minister and her Department for their work on 
the Bill�  The Minister’s passion for the area is clear�  I support the Bill and commend it to the 
House�

24/01/2017JJ00200Senator  Fintan Warfield: I am very pleased to support this progressive Bill�  As has been 
outlined by Sinn Féin in the Dáil, it legislates for what is in the best interests of the child and 
modernises a system that previously held archaic and restrictive barriers.  It is the view of 
Sinn Féin that any adoption system must embrace a more modern and progressive view of the 
family.  Throughout the State’s history with regard to adoption, the moral diktat of the church-
State relationship endeavoured to protect the nuclear family model�  Non-traditional families 
were not appreciated or considered and were met by stigmatisation.  This, as we know, was 
institutionalised in the Magdalen laundries and mother and baby homes and was State policy, 
even in the Adoption Act 1952, which legally branded children born outside wedlock as “il-
legitimate”.  “Illegitimate” people were banned by the State from joining An Garda Síochána 
and by the church from becoming priests without special papal dispensation.  This clause was 
only removed in 1987.

The disparity in application of equal family rights has been to the fore in recent years, not 
only with the children’s rights referendum campaign but also with the civil marriage equality 
referendum, which highlighted a legal discrimination in terms of guardianship, kinship, succes-
sion and shared parental rights.  Not so long ago, same-sex couples were restricted from marry-
ing but also from adopting children as a couple and having full and equal legal protection as a 
family.  I welcome the amendments to the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015 which 
seek to remedy this.  I also welcome the provision that removes the barriers which require a 
birth parent to adopt alongside a step-parent who wants to adopt their spouse’s child.  Further-
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more, the extension of the adoption age from the age of seven to 18 years and the removal of 
criteria that only allowed for adoption in exceptional circumstances have our full support.   

The extension in the powers of the High Court to further grant parental consent in situations 
where it is required and in the interests of the child strengthens children’s rights and family 
rights�  The broadening of the criteria in respect of adoption opens up many avenues to loving 
families, in whatever shape or form they may take, to have the opportunity to display their abil-
ity to look after a child and raise them to become an adult with the love and care they deserve 
and with their best interests at heart.  This Bill goes a long way towards dispelling the notion 
that a family in Ireland is a nuclear family.  The family, in all its function and dysfunction, is di-
verse and takes many forms.  There is no single proposition for the family.  Where the rights and 
care of the child are paramount, the State should endeavour to support that family, the children 
and the parents.  The outdated and regressive view of the nuclear family has been destructive to 
Irish society and the biggest losers in that equation were children.  

Should the Bill pass, there will still be many unnecessary obstacles for prospective parents, 
including legal costs.  Those who can adopt are stifled in their care for that child as hefty legal 
fees must be repaid.  Sinn Féin proposed an amendment to aid foster parents with this cost when 
it went through the Dáil only for it to be ruled out of order.  I ask the Minister to propose this 
amendment as it is logical and fair and would greatly improve parental prospects for so many 
loving people.  I also ask the Minister to make the tabling of the Adoption (Information and 
Tracing) Bill 2016 a top priority of her Department�  I understand the Bill is ready for intro-
duction to the Dáil.  I do not need to emphasise the importance of reuniting relatives, but I ask 
the Minister to consider the great impact it will have on many mothers and children who were 
separated that would benefit from such a Bill.  For the most part, they are elderly and wish to be 
able to be reunited as soon as possible�

The Bill is a follow-up to the children’s rights referendum in 2012 on the Thirty-first Amend-
ment of the Constitution, in which the rights of the child became part of the fabric of society and 
the Constitution�  The referendum and this legislation require that the best interests of the child 
be considered paramount.  The Bill must be commended for the vast improvements it makes 
and I have no doubt that numerous children will benefit from the Minister’s work, with that of 
her predecessors.  However, Sinn Féin has some concerns and I feel there is a little more to be 
done.  We will be happy to contribute in that regard.  Overall, Sinn Féin is happy to support the 
Bill and encourages the Minister in her efforts�  We reserve the right to propose amendments on 
later Stages and I hope the Minister will take our suggestions on board.  I commend the contri-
bution made by Senator Victor Boyhan.

24/01/2017KK00200Senator  Ivana Bacik: I welcome the Minister, Deputy Katherine Zappone.  I wish her, her 
colleagues and all Members present a happy new year, if it is not too late in January to do so.  

Like others, I very much welcome the Bill as the changes it introduces are very welcome.  
It will bring some aspects of Irish adoption law into the 21st century and modernise the law in 
a very welcome way.  Others have spoken very eloquently about the very positive changes the 
Bill will bring about, particularly in two respects in allowing step-parents to adopt and ending 
the bizarre anomaly where the birth mother had to give up her child for adoption and re-adopt 
in order to adopt her own child.  It is very welcome to see step-parent adoption becoming sim-
plified and updated in that way.

I commend Senator Victor Boyhan for his extremely moving personal testimony.  Like oth-
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ers, I was really moved by what he said.  That, in itself, speaks for the necessity of ensuring it 
becomes easier for children to be adopted out of long-term foster care�  I must declare some 
interest as a professional who has represented children and guardians ad litem before the child 
care courts, or the HSE courts as they were typically known.  I have seen at close hand the ter-
rible heartbreak that arises when children are in long-term care with no real prospect of finding 
a resolution of their status, even where they very much desire to be adopted by foster carers who 
may have been caring for them over a long period.  It is very welcome to see those provisions 
in the Bill.  Barnardos and others have strongly welcomed these aspects of the Bill.

As Senator Fintan Warfield said, in a very welcome development, the Bill also updates the 
language of adoption and recognises the diversity of family life in this country.  It reflects, in 
particular, the changes we saw come about through the Child and Family Relationships Act 
and the changes brought about by the marriage equality referendum�  The Bill is very much 
about bringing into law the changes brought about by the children’s rights referendum - that 
other referendum Senator Catherine Noone and others mentioned in November 2012�  It is very 
welcome to see the best interests of the child and the voice of the child brought to the fore in 
the Bill�

I commend the Minister for her comments, particularly on section 9.  She indicated that she 
brought forward an amendment in the Dáil to amend section 19 of the 2010 Act to reflect more 
strongly the need to ensure the voice of the child is heard.  I am pleased she said she would 
enter into consultation with children prior to drafting the necessary regulations under section 9.  
Again, that is very welcome.  When she was Ombudsman for Children, Emily Logan conducted 
a very worthwhile set of consultations directly with children.  That is a good model and I know 
that there are others also.  Those are all very welcome aspects of the Bill.

I wish to turn to an issue raised by my colleagues, Deputies Joan Burton and Jan O’Sullivan, 
namely, the absence of provision for the other glaring anomaly in adoption law - the need to en-
sure legislation on information and tracing.  I know that the Minister has moved in that regard.  
In November she published the heads of a Bill and there was a hearing before an Oireachtas 
committee.  However, the issue is long overdue to be tackled.  I dug out from my own records 
a speech I made in November 2014.  The Minister will recall it because she was in the Seanad 
at the time.  Our then colleagues, Averil Power, Jillian van Turnhout and Fidelma Healy Eames, 
brought forward a very commendable and robust information and tracing Bill in November 
2014.  It was accepted on Second Stage by the Government.  We all spoke on it.  Many col-
leagues at the time spoke eloquently about their own personal experiences.  Averil Power spoke 
about her experience as an adopted person and Fidelma Healy Eames as an adoptive parent�  
They spoke so strongly about the need to ensure adopted children would have the right to an 
identity�

It is something I saw at second hand as a representative of survivors of abuse before the 
Residential Institutions Redress Board.  We saw adults who had been utterly abandoned as 
children, failed by the State and horribly abused in institutions.  However, for them, alongside 
the dreadful physical and emotional abuse they suffered, something that really resonated with 
them all was their lack of knowledge about their origins and the need to know their identity 
and where they came from.  That was something about which Averil Power, in particular, spoke 
so eloquently, while Deputy Joan Burton has spoken in the Dáil about her experience as an 
adopted person.  The right to know one’s origin has been recognised by the European Court of 
Human Rights, yet it is currently absent from our law.  While the Bill is extremely welcome and 
introduces very welcome and overdue aspects of adoption law, we see still a failure to address 
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the issue of information and tracing.  It is an issue about which the Minister spoke eloquently 
when she was a Senator.

There is a problem with our law in this sort of piecemeal reform.  We are bringing adoption 
law into the 21st century but only partially in the Bill.  Until we have robust information and 
tracing legislation, we will not have sufficiently or adequately modernised the system.  I accept 
the point has been made by others and it has been made in the Dáil, but it deserves to be empha-
sised again.  My colleagues in the Dáil introduced some amendments to seek to introduce into 
the Bill a scheme that would provide for information and tracing.  In the Minister’s Committee 
Stage response in the Dáil which I read, she said her own Bill was at an advanced stage and that 
she hoped to bring it forward.  However, that is very similar to the response given by the then 
Minister in November 2014 on the Bill introduced by the then Senators Averil Power, Jillian 
van Turnhout and Fidelma Healy Eames.  It is important that we keep pressing this issue.  There 
is a justifiable concern that given the difficulties under new politics in bringing forward Govern-
ment legislation – the Government Chief Whip, Deputy Regina Doherty, has spoken about it 
in the Dáil – there is a concern that we will not get to see the information and tracing Bill and 
that, in fact, this Bill, which is now at an advanced stage, might well be an appropriate place to 
introduce the relevant measures�

I understand the difficulty with the drafting of the Bill, but many of the difficulties have now 
been overcome�  People have raised issues about the penal nature of the provisions for people 
who look for information where there is no consent from the birth mother.  Like other speak-
ers, I have had numerous contacts with individuals, both adults who were adopted as children 
and birth mothers.  One birth mother spoke to me about the anguish and absolute heartbreak of 
the mothers who had gifted their children to adoption – an anguish that might be a shock for 
many who still do not realise this was such an appalling heartbreak for so many women at the 
time.  Women were often coerced or felt utterly pressured into giving children up for adoption 
at a time in society when, shamefully, single parents and children born outside marriage were 
maltreated.  Senator Fintan Warfield addressed that issue.  It must be said this country has a 
shameful history, both in the development of adoption law and the treatment of women and 
children.  The Minister has spoken eloquently and done so much in her own work to address the 
issue, but, again, it is the context in which we bring forward the Bill and in which the debate is 
being held.  It emphasises the need to ensure we will have some provision in the law to provide 
for information and tracing rights, as a matter of urgency.  

We must also be very conscious that there have been much fewer intra-country adoptions in 
this state that are non-familial since the very welcome introduction of the single parent allow-
ance.  In reality, it must be said, there is only a small number of people of increasing age who 
this is likely to affect, namely, mothers who gave children up for adoption at a time when they 
did not wish information on their identities to be disclosed.  Their adult children are now also of 
advanced age.  Some of the concerns surroundings sensitivities and so on might now be more 
easily addressed, given the simple lapse of time and the changed context in which adoptions 
are taking place.  Much more frequently, we are seeing international adoptions or intra-family 
adoptions such as step-parent adoptions which will be facilitated by the Bill.  

That is long way of saying I hope very much the Minister will feel able to take the informa-
tion and tracing amendments I will put forward on Committee Stage.  If she cannot, I hope very 
much that she will introduce her own Bill as a matter of urgency.  I would like us to debate it 
here first in the Seanad.  Let us introduce it here in the Seanad where we have less difficulty, 
albeit the Deputy Leader may correct me, in getting Government legislation through than the 
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Dáil does.  Certainly, there are many Bills which have lately been started in the Seanad and it 
would be very helpful to enable us to have a debate here.

I welcome the Bill and quote Tanya Ward from the Children’s Rights Alliance who said: 
“The Bill does bring adoption law in Ireland into the 21st century.”  In some very welcome 
respects, that is true, but we still need to see the other legislation brought forward as a matter 
of urgency�

24/01/2017LL00200Senator  Colm Burke: I welcome the Minister.  I pay tribute to all the Senators who have 
contributed on the matter, in particular, Senator Victor Boyhan.  It is something about which he 
obviously feels very strongly.  I welcome the legislation which is very comprehensive and long 
overdue.  In the referendum we amended the Constitution, Article 42A of which now provides 
for the Bill.  It is important to progress the Bill at the earliest possible date and that we cover all 
of the angles.  Sometimes, legislation is found not to cover everything.  The Minister has raised 
the issue of a person who is over 18 years.  I have come across that scenario in a court matter 
where an adoption was not processed and that is causing its own problems.  It is a matter that 
obviously has to be dealt with at some stage.

When one is involved in the legal profession and politics, one comes across some very com-
plex cases.  People tend to come to us because we are involved in politics, thinking we have a 
magic wand, even though it is a very complex legal problem.  One issue that has arisen is where 
incorrect information is provided when a child is delivered.  I have come across that situation 
and it is a problem that is going to get more complex as one has different nationalities in the 
country and not all the information the maternity services receive may be correct�  I am not sure 
whether it is covered by legislation as regards trying to find information.  I remember being in 
the High Court where we could not identify either the mother or the father, not because the child 
had not been delivered in a maternity hospital but because incorrect information had been sup-
plied.  There was a complication in that if an application to register a birth was not made within 
12 months, an application must be made in court, which is complex, particularly if incorrect 
information is provided.  I raise this issue because it may be relevant later in trying to deal with 
adoptions.  Do maternity hospitals have sufficient procedures in place for the identification of 
those who are attending?  It is an issue I have come across and while it might be going slightly 
away from the issue before us, it is one with which I had to deal.  It was complex and trying to 
ascertain information at a later stage was extremely difficult.

The legislation is long overdue and important.  When children are in foster care, there is still 
that insecurity, even though I know foster parents are providing the best possible care for them.  
However, there is that insecurity and it would be useful if a child could be adopted, rather than 
to stay in foster care for the rest of his or her life.  It is difficult when one comes across someone, 
as I did recently, who was in foster care from the age of seven years and who then found out the 
natural parent had died.  The parent had known of the person’s existence, yet had completely 
excluded the person from receiving anything at all from the estate.  It is very difficult to try to 
explain that to a foster child.  Even though the child was very well cared for in foster care, there 
was no opportunity to be adopted.  If the legislation had been in place, the person would have 
been adopted.  As such, the Bill is extremely important for everyone.

The Minister outlined the provisions of the Bill very well.  My colleagues have gone through 
a lot of the sections, but the issue Senator Ivana Bacik and others have raised about tracing par-
ents is an important one and we should prioritise it.  I agree with Senator Ivana Bacik that we 
should try to introduce legislation in that regard in this House and move it on�  We have already 
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talked about the time that has passed since the referendum on this matter.  I hope we will not 
have to wait the same length of time again in dealing with the issue of traceability.  I urge the 
Minister to bring forward legislation in that regard as soon as possible.

24/01/2017LL00300Senator  Michael McDowell: I welcome the Minister and acknowledge her sterling role 
in preserving it as part of the Democracy Matters campaign before she became a Minister�  I 
thank her for being one of the leaders of the small group of people who stood up for the Seanad 
at the time.  I was struck at the time by the fact that referenda generally can never be regarded 
as foregone conclusions.  The children’s rights referendum was a case in point.  I do not know 

what exact percentage of the population voted “No”, but it was of the order of 30% 
to 40%.  It was not a foregone conclusion that it would be passed, even though there 
was no political party, of which I was aware which actually togged out against it and 

no organised opposition to it.  It is in that context that I pay tribute to my colleague, Senator 
Victor Boyhan, for his very moving and sensible speech on why this legislation is needed.  He 
gave a very personal description of the plight of children who were marooned by the law, the 
Constitution and the institutions of the State.  He has emphasised the fact that in the end what 
children need is love, care, nourishment and affection from parents or a parent to have any 
chance of functioning as fully developed and emotionally mature members of society�

One thing Senator Victor Boyhan mentioned that struck a chord with me was that in the last 
few days he had received correspondence from people saying the legislation was dangerous; 
that it struck at the constitutional status of parenthood and damaged and undermined the family 
as an institution.  I want to make one contribution on that issue.  It is funny that the minority of 
hardline Catholics who put pen to paper to write to Senator Victor Boyhan and write articles in 
the hardline Catholic newspapers do not seem to have any sense of conscience at all about the 
fact that it was the same hardline opinions that drove girls into Magdalen convents and parents 
into expelling their pregnant daughters from their houses and the like.  I received a letter from 
the author of a small history of the Archdiocese of Tuam on an interesting exchange between 
my grandfather, Eoin MacNeill, and the Archbishop of Tuam in the wake of the Black and Tans 
burning down the town as a reprisal.

When I read through the rest of his book, which is wonderful, I discovered that in the 1920s 
and 1930s a diocesan synod had been held in Tuam every year and that the then archbishop 
had laid down very clearly that if there was an extra-marital pregnancy which was known to 
members of the clergy in any part of the archdiocese, the fact was to be dealt with firmly from 
the altar in front of the whole community, albeit without mentioning the identity of the girl in 
question.  This was part of the social pressure which was brought to bear on families to turn on 
the most vulnerable member of the family unit in the most vulnerable period of her life, to expel 
her or to end the scandal of the pregnancy by sweeping it under the carpet.  

  On another occasion I remember the late former Deputy Peadar Clohessy, a wonderful gen-
tleman, telling me about a particular instance in his part of the woods in rural County Limerick 
in which a farmer had got a girl into trouble.  The farmer survived but the girl did not.  She was 
sent to a laundry in Limerick  She tried to escape, but gardaí found her and brought her back to 
the laundry, even though she was over 18 years of age.  

  The people who write harsh letters saying the approach adopted in this Bill which is child 
centred is an attack on the family, in effect, belong to the same morally conformist tradition that 
supported bishops when they took a hard line against extra-marital pregnancies.  They display 
an atavistic “let us get back to the good old times” attitude which seeks to forget about all of the 

6 o’clock
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progress made in the Catholic Church and among Christians generally�  There is one Catholic 
newspaper, published fortnightly, which yearns for a return to pre-Conciliar religion in Ireland, 
the good old religion.  The people who write such letters and read such newspapers are the 
ones who write letters to Senator Victor Boyhan to tell him that he is getting it wrong, that this 
legislation is wrong and subversive of some moral order and the family as a moral institution in 
society.  I wonder if, on occasion, any of them ever looks in a mirror and asks himself or herself 
if he or she is speaking from the same pulpit as those who decried unmarried mothers in the 
Tuam diocese and forced them out of their community or from a Christian, loving perspective.  
I often think they confuse moral conformity, moral order and the notion that the family is a 
moral institution with the idea that at the heart of that institution - I do not like calling a family 
an institution - however it is structured, whether it be a one-parent or a two-parent family of 
whatever age or gender, is the glue of love.  If the price of maintaining the family is the exil-
ing from love of children in the circumstances described by Senator Victor Boyhan, one must 
wonder what schizoid mentality can object to the Bill, on the one hand, and, on the other, preach 
religion and a moral view of life.  

  I see no threat in this legislation to the moral order in Ireland�  The constitutional amend-
ment is absolutely balanced�  Some might argue that it is overly balanced as to exclude the pos-
sibility of damaging a family which is operating and functioning as such.  I see no moral danger 
to Irish society and no threat to the moral structures of Irish society or the moral beliefs of 
Irish people in the legislation.  It is good that on this occasion, having passed the constitutional 
amendment, the legislation, with some stutters, has come into being fairly rapidly thereafter.  Its 
critics should not be worried by it.  If their criticism comes from some a priori religious com-
mitment to the family as an inviolable structure to which the legislation is counterpoised as a 
danger, it is their view that is wrong and Senator Victor Boyhan’s view and that of the Minister 
and, I presume, the great majority of Members of this House that is right.  I commend the Min-
ister for bringing the Bill before the House and congratulate her on doing so�

24/01/2017MM00200Senator  James Reilly: I welcome the Minister and wish her a happy new year.  I also wel-
come the Bill which has been in the making for quite some time.  I commend the Minister and 
her Department for bringing it to the House.  I believe it will receive overwhelming support, 
notwithstanding the concerns of a few.

The situation was that there was no provision for re-adoption.  A child had only one chance 
and if he or she was unlucky and something happened to his or her adopted parents or the adop-
tion did not work out for other reasons, through no fault of the child, that was it.  As a society, 
we had decided that children would have one chance and one chance only.  I do not think any-
body would agree with this from a moral point of view.  Equally, the idea that two people in a 
loving and lasting relationship, one of whom was the parent of a child, would have to give up 
that child in order to have him or her adopted by both parents was ludicrous and such issues 
needed to be addressed urgently�

I welcome the Bill and will not speak at length on it.  It is legislation I am very pleased to see 
in the House.  I know that that there are other Bills on adoption coming through the Department 
to which I also look forward.

24/01/2017MM00300Minister for Children and Youth Affairs  (Deputy  Katherine Zappone): I thank all 
Senators for their insightful, practical and pragmatic reflections, many of which were deeply 
rooted in a philosophical and ethical base.  I know that all Senators were operating from that 
position, but it is helpful to put it into words.  I found it inspiring listening to the way in which 
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they offered their reflections and for that reason it is wonderful to be back in the Seanad.  As 
we continue to move through the various Stages of the Bill, suggestions or amendments from 
Senators will help to make it better.  Practical changes, for example, will certainly make imple-
mentation of the Bill, by way of regulations, better, for which I am very grateful.  

I know that time is limited, but I wish to respond on a number of issues raised by Senators 
during the debate.  In response to Senator Lorraine Clifford-Lee, I acknowledge that Fianna Fáil 
has welcomed the Bill, for which I thank her.  I note the point she made about resources, with 
reference to extending the foster care grant.  I cannot give a commitment in the Seanad, but I 
will certainly consider the points she raised, as well as those raised by Senator Fintan Warfield.

Everyone has acknowledged, rightly so, the extraordinary contribution of Senator Victor 
Boyhan.  It was a privilege to be the Minister to listen to it.   As Senator Michael  McDowell 
stated, it was common sense and profound, as well as pragmatic and practical om identifying 
various ways in which we can offer care for the child through fostering, adoption and good 
State care.  Out of this, perhaps the Bill will enable a better way of children having the oppor-
tunity to go down whatever path is appropriate and good for them.

Senator Catherine Noone acknowledged how important the Bill was and that it treated all 
children equally, regardless of the marital status of their parents.  This is critical and why it is so 
important for me that the Bill has this aspect.  She also drew on her experience as a practitioner 
and raised the question of resourcing the legislation, particularly the plans to implement it with 
reference to Tusla.  That is something I very much had in mind in my negotiations with the 
Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, Deputy Paschal Donohoe, on the budget.  I hope 
Tusla will be able to set aside the appropriate resources required.

It was great to hear Senator Fintan Warfield reflect in another profound contribution that this 
was a progressive Bill contributing towards the ongoing dispelling of the myth of the nuclear 
family, which perhaps one could say is part of the overall, and is one way of interpreting the 
institution about which Senator Michael McDowell spoke and which various bodies in society 
may still wish to promote.

Senator Ivana Bacik stated the Bill would bring some of the aspects into the 21st century.  I 
thank her for her compliments on various aspects of the Bill.  She mentioned how long overdue 
it was and, as she always does, welcomed significant aspects of the legislation.  Her primary 
criticism is with what is not included - some of the key elements of what ought to be included 
in terms of information and tracing for people who are searching their right to identity and ori-
gins, as she eloquently laid out.  I agree with all of this.  I was appointed in May and published 
the Adoption (Information and Tracing) Bill in November�  From the moment I started going 
to the Cabinet, the Attorney General and I often spoke about it, after which I went back to the 
Department.  It is very much a personal priority for me.  I can now state we have just had news 
that the Adoption (Information and Tracing) Bill is scheduled to be taken on Second Stage in 
the Seanad on 7 March�

24/01/2017NN00200Senator  Ivana Bacik: That is great.  I thank the Minister.

24/01/2017NN00300Deputy  Katherine Zappone: I thank the gods and goddesses for the timing of that one.

24/01/2017NN00400Senator  Ivana Bacik: Excellent timing�

24/01/2017NN00500Deputy  Katherine Zappone: I thank my predecessor, Senator James Reilly, for his kind 
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comments.  He has identified two issues which are integral to the Bill and long overdue.

Senator Colm Burke mentioned that he had come across a case which involved a person 
who was over 18 years.  I will ask him about it.  His points on incorrect information on a child 
are important�

To answer some of the practical issues raised, we will bring forward the Adoption (Informa-
tion and Tracing) Bill shortly and it is appropriate that it should start here.  It will help us to do 
the best job we can before we get it to the Dáil.  

The way Senator Michael McDowell complimented his colleague in his reflection brought 
together much of what was underneath those comments, if not explicitly referred to, and causes 
me to ask the question of what are the values that underlie what we are doing in the Bill.  Earlier 
in the session Senator Victor Boyhan stated where there was love, children would be cherished.  
The religious body and institutional organisation to which Senator Michael McDowell referred, 
as he knows well, at least on its best days, draws on its greatest aspects of tradition, what used to 
be called a revelation but is the profound insight that God is love�  I hope the Bill can contribute 
to ensuring more children will have the opportunity to be cherished by the love of a family, even 
in the diversity we now acknowledge.  That is part of the reason Senator Victor Boyhan is get-
ting some of the responses.  Much of it has to do with resistance.  We need to have a diversity 
of families.  We have moved in this direction to ensure we will have more opportunities where 
children are loved and cherished.  I note and acknowledge the contribution of Senator Michael 
McDowell which reminded us of this.  For us to have the child-centredness the Bill represents, 
we absolutely require the diversity of families which so many of us have struggled to bring into 
being�  

I thank Senators and look forward to continuing this conversation on the remaining Stages.

Question put and agreed to.

24/01/2017NN00700Acting Chairman  (Senator  Catherine Noone): When is it proposed to take Committee 
Stage?

24/01/2017NN00800Senator  James Reilly: Next Tuesday�

24/01/2017NN00825Acting Chairman (Senator Catherine Noone): Is that agreed?  Agreed�

Committee Stage ordered for Tuesday, 31 January 2017.

24/01/2017NN00900Acting Chairman  (Senator  Catherine Noone): When is it proposed to set again?

24/01/2017NN01000Senator  James Reilly: Tomorrow at 10.30 a.m.

The Seanad adjourned at 6.20 p.m. until 10.30 a.m. on Wednesday, 25 January 2017.


